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By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API
Only cigarettes that extinguish
themselves when dropped or
left unattended will be allowed
to be sold in Kentucky under a
new law.
That means conventional
cigarettes — which have been
blamed for untold numbers of
house fires over the years —
would essentially be banned in
one of the nation's top tobaccoproducing states, a move that
could help propel a national
push for safer cigarettes.
"Kentucky, with it's rich
tobacco history, makes a statement that this is very much a
public safety initiative," said
Lorraine Carli, a spokeswoman
for the National Fire Protection
Association.
Kentucky joins California,
Illinois, Massachusetts, New
York, New Hampshire, Utah
and Vermont in the effort to prevent fires ignited by cigarettes,
according to the fire safety
group.
Carli said at least 18 other
states are considering similar
legislation to require the special
smokes, which are wrapped in
thin bands of paper that work
like "speed bumps" to slow the
burning of cigarettes. They go
out when the burning tuba co is
no longer being puffed by
smokers.
"The value of this kind of
cigarette is priceless," said
Kentucky Gov. Ernie Fletcher.
In Kentucky, the measure
was catapulted into law by a
house fire that killed 10 people
on Feb. 6. Investigators believe
that fire was caused by a smoldering cigarette dropped into a
chair after one of the victims
had fallen asleep.
State Sen. Gary Tapp. RWaddy, said that fire illustrated
the need for the new law, which
won't take effect until next year,
giving cigarette manufacturers
time to make the necessary
changes. Tapp, who sponsored
the Kentucky legislation, said
he hopes other states follow
suit.
"Every time we prevent one
of these fires, it not only saves
lives, but it removes from
harm's way your first responders such as fire and rescue,"
Tapp said.
Fletcher and lawmakers who
unanimously approved the law
are expected to gather in the
Capitol rotunda on Tuesday for
a bill signing ceremony, even
though Fletcher quietly signed
the measure into law on Friday.
Nationally, 7(X) to 9(X) people die each year from fires
caused by smoking materials
such as cigarettes. according to
the National Fire Protection
Association.
About a third of fire deaths
in Kentucky are caused by
blazes sparked by cigarettes or
materials,
smoking
other
according to the state fire marshal's office. Kentucky also is
among states with the highest
incidence of adult smokers in
the nation.
Philip Morris USA, the
cigarette
nation's leading

II See Page 2A
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Murray Mayor Torn Rushing, seated, and deputy judge Michelle Corum, center, representing
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, are joined by County Attorney David Harrington, left, and Sandy
Hart, organizer of the World War II-DC trip and reunion, to proclaim May 14-18 as "Thank a
Veteran Week" in Calloway County.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
"Thank a Veteran Week" has been declared for
May 14-18 in Murray, Calloway County and
across Kentucky, which will expand western
Kentucky's former World War 11 D.C. Reunion
and "Thank a Veteran Day" events into a five-day
celebration.
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing and Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, represented by deputy judge Michelle Comm, signed the
official declaration Monday morning, accompa-

MSU grad
testifies before
U.S. Senate
committee

Med by Sandy Hart, one of the chief organizers of
the visit to Washington DC's World War El
Memorial by busloads of war veterans in 2004.
Hart has enlisted support from Gov. Ernie
Fletcher, as well as mayors,judge-executives and
other public officials in western Kentucky and
beyond, as a way to expand the state's official
recognition of veterans. Fletcher signed a similar
proclamation last week declaring the same period
as "Thank a Veteran Week" in Kentucky, accord-

See Page 2A

•See Page 3A

No Break For Spring

MSU News Bureau
Dr. Jeffrey Armstrong, a 1981 Murray State
University graduate and 2003 MSU
Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus, testified on
March 7 before the U.S. Senate Committee on
Agriculture, Nutrition and
Forestry, in relation to the
CREATE-21 proposal at the
"Investing in Our Nation's
Future through Agricultural
Research" hearing.
Armstrong, dean of the
College of Agriculture and
Natural Resources at Michigan
State University, testified on
behalf of the Board of
Agriculture Assembly as acting
chair.
The hearing was called to discuss possible

See Page 2A

By The Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — With only one day remaining to
work, the Kentucky General Assembly still hasn't agreed on key
issues affecting social workers, universities and gubernatorial
candidates.
Lawmakers were no closer on a proposal to overhaul the state's
pension system. Nor had they made progress on whether to reinstate hundreds of millions of dollars for projects that Gov. Ernie
Fletcher slashed from the budget last year. State universities
would be among the main beneficiaries of the projects.
Still, some bills won final approval, including a measure to
push back the deadline for presidential candidates to fide for next
year's general election. Another successful proposal would prohibit school bus drivers from using cell phones while transporting
children with a few exceptions, including in emergencies.
Senate President David Williams, R-Burkesville, said he was
hoping for an agreement on a plan to enhance on-the-job safety
for state social workers following the slaying of a social worker
last year, and a spending package that included funding to build a
stadium at the Kentucky Horse Park in preparation for the 2010
World Equestrian Games.
The lack of headway on several key issues set the stage for
what could be an eventful conclusion to the 30-day legislative session on Tuesday.
Another matter still pending was whether to keep the gubernatorial runoff, which could come into play this year because of
crowded Democratic and Republican primaries.
Secretary of State Trey Grayson said he preferred keeping the
runoff this year and having the state cover the counties' costs for
the extra election. He said the "worst possible outcome" would be
to keep the runoff but not provide the financial help.
One bill that won final approval in the Senate on Monday
would ensure Kentuckians have both a Republican and a
Democrat to choose from in the presidential race.
The problem was that the Republican National Convention
won't wrap up until two days after Kentucky's Sept. 2 election filing deadline, which meant no Republican candidate on the ballot.
Lawmakers set the new deadline as Sept. 5.
The two chambers remained at odds over a Senate-passed plan
to revamp the state's pension system by selling more than $800
million in bonds and changing benefits for future employees. The
plan drew bipartisan Senate support but has stalled in the House.
House Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green, insisted
Monday that the House would not accept the Senate's plan.
"You have to know where you're going to land before you
jump," he told reporters. "And nobody knows yet where we'd
land if we did that proposal."
Williams has said the state could face annual pension payments
of about $2 billion beginning in about 15 years if nothing is done
to change the system — a prospect that jeopardizes other government spending.
Fletcher has said he supports the Senate plan and reiterated
Monday that he would call the legislature into a special session if
it doesn't resolve the pension issue.

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

A cherry blossom tree starts to bud as Roy Stewart Stadium serves as a backdrop Monday.
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Policolog
Murray Police Department
• Someone came into the station at 7 33 pm Monday to report
an identity theft
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

Sheriffs' groups aren't
seeking donations
Staff Report
People receiving telephone calls soliciting donations to a sheriffs' organization should be aware that neither the Kentucky
' Sheriff's Association nor the Sheriff's Boys and Girls Ranch having
any fund-raising drive.
The Murray Police Department received some reports of local
residence receiving solicitation phone calls referencing the sheriffs'
organizations.
Anyone receiving suspicious phone calls should report them to
local law enforcement agencies. Also, residents should not give out
personal information over the telephone in these instances,

KentockylnBrief
Members of gay group arrested at
Kentucky seminary

TOM BERRY/ Ledger & limes
OVERTURNED TANK: Workmen from Burl's Wrecker Service and Murray's Crop Production Inc. recover a tank of anhydrous
ammonia Monday afternoon after it overturned and rolled into a ditch just outside Lynn Grove on Ky. 94. The accident did not
cause the tank to leak and there were no injuries reported.

Arson suspected in Tennessee wildfires
CHATL\ N()06A, 'refill
(API - Two new wildfires
began Monday, adding to an
outbreak of more than a do/en
weekend blazes that included Ito
suspected as arson m dry. breezy
eastern Tennessee
As of Monday morning, fires
mirth of Knoxsille had burned
2.300 acres
more than
1/2
square miles. said Nathan
Waters, a state assistant district
forester len were arson related.
one was caused hs fireworks
and two were debris fires dial
got out ot contri il. he said
Robert Rhinehart. assistant
district
forester
in
the
Chattanooga It
Ins toot)
office. said a fire below Signal
Mt MIII.1111, ..11)4mo 1+1 miles from
the Georgia line. caused file
Ii ghters trouble Monday im41111
lug
The hlaze was large emiugh
Mat crews used fire feldfddlit
.11441)5 tot ale lust Wilt' iii the
region once 1991. he said Ihe
retardant slowed the spread ot

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 11 30
a m
Wednesday in the
board room The agenda
on
include-, information
physician recruitment, an
update an fond-raising, a follow-up with Tenn Care from
last month s meeting. and a
report from the board's nominating committee
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
in special session at 4 30 p m
Wednesday to consider a
request tor a rear setback
variance for property Terry
Canerdy owns at 1601
College Farm Road
III To report a Town Crier
'ton call 753-1916

the fire, but firefighters were
still working along the eastern
end of the blaze where authorities worried it could Jump a
creek and threaten homes.
'The area's rainfall total since
Jan 1 is 6 2.8 inches
less than
half the 4t)- earaverage of
15 3-1 inches h,f that tune pert it! Sunday's high temperature
at Chattanooga was a record tor
the date. 88 degrees
Rhinehan said Monday afternoon he was -cautiously opti
inistic- that the fire outbreak in
siiutheastern Iennessee was
°moilled
lie said 6 percent of the 152
tires rim southeast Tennessee
Jafl I has e 'Veil arson
Ines In Grundy County, 60 ot
the 70 fires smite Jan 1 has e
been intentionally set
'V,hen the lire starts or there
are seseral tires started that are
reunite and you can't attribute it
to a campfire
there is no rain
and no lightning You just figure
that's what it is.- he said
As vegetation turns green in
late March and April the number
,‘f spring tires usually drops
\lay Thomas. criminal [nye.

tigation
for
supervisor
Tennessee's agricultural crime
unit, said the main cause of
arson is "boredom." He said the
number of arson fires in recent
days was not unusual but
because of the dry weather they
are getting attention.
"Dry weather allows them to
get bigger a lot faster," Thomas
said.
He said there is "not a serial
arsonist or anything like that
running from one area to another are and another area. Most of
the wildfire arsonists are local."
Thomas said bored perpetrators can include idle firefighters,
drunks and in some cases kids
who don't have any organized
activities.
-That's their idea of having
tun.- he said

Thomas said there are some
families in very rural areas who
consider setting fires to be a
kind of tradition.
"We have arrested families,
multiple generations in the
past," he said.
Firefighters in Campbell
County worked to keep flames
away front 23 vacation cabins
on Sunday. A 15-man, volunteer
crew of inmates from Brushy
Mountain
Correctional
Complex was sent for "mop-up"
duty to help firefighters working
fire lines after only a kw hours
of sleep, Waters said.
The Highway Patrol also stationed troopers along Interstate
75 to caution drivers to slow
down because of smoke produced by.. one fire that had
charred more than 11/0 .1CreN

•Safer cigarettes ...
From Front
maker. supported the legislation
signed by the governor, said
Day id Sutton, spokesman for the
company

''For customers, the cigarette
products will be ordered at the
same list price as those sold
Sutton
said
elsewhere."
"Bottom line for the customer.
there is no change in price

•Issues ... II Senate committee ...
From Front
I ther issues that could he
tackled in a spec id session if
thes are flot p.is-sed Ifl,, hide
mc Teased protections tor social
voirkers and spending hill that
would vise the Horse Park more
111011C \ to hiiil,1 an outdoor arena
tor the World Equestrian
I ;allies
hest are things that are
yery important and they're
issues.- Fletcher said
And so we are prepared to call
hut we se
a special session
cot ii 1 MAC stile %.%
bring
soles It •,..`,Ohci •

Di 5(Time to5
. 1"81119
„Sing.,"

you re invited to the

.9th Annual
qespei.Sin6in6
at

From Front
changes to the agnculture department's research programs. 'The
three proposals discussed were from the Bush administration. one
emerging from an independent federal committee's 20414 rev revs and
the CREATE-21 proposal representing a coalition of university
groups.
Dr. Tony Brannon, dean of the MSU school of agriculture. said.
"Armstrong is leading the efforts to reform the Land Grant Research
System and rewriting the new Farm Bill to allow competitise funding for regional institutions like Murray State."
"We have a once an a generation opportunity to show the value
and worth of teaching, research and extension," said Armstrong.
"Inn capacity has eroded, and we especially need to enhance competitive funding. CREATE-2I will enhance efficiency and integration while providing a platform for enhancing economi,, des clopmem and quality of life for our citizens."
Armstrong has served as dean of the college ol agriculture and
natural resources and a tenured professor in the department of animal sciences since July I. 2001. Before coming to Michigan State.
he served as head of the department of animal sciences at Purdue
University and professor of animal science and directoi 4)1 the
Agricultural Institute at North Carolina State University.
Armstrong is an internationally known researcher in the area of
reproductive physiology and active in the well being of food-animals. He serves as chair of the United Egg Producers' Welfare
.V.IYisory Committee and is a member of the McDonald's Welfare
,I‘ isory Panel. In 2001, he was appointed to the USDA National
Agriculture Research. Extension, Education and Economics
Advisory Board.
lie received his master's and doctoral degrees in physiology
from North Carolina State University.
Armstrong's wife, the former Sharon Dare, is a 1981 NISI' agncultural science alumnus.
"The tremendous education provided by great MSC teachers
such as Mr. 1 Arlie) Scott, Mr. (Bill1 Cherry and many others has
served as a wonderful platform for a fulfilling family life and
career." .Armstrong said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1A13)— Members of a gay rights group were
arrested Monday after staging a sit-in at a Baptist seminary whose
president is drawing criticism for his comments on prenatal treatments that would influence a child's sexual orientation.
The group, Soulforce, attempted to meet with the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary's president, the Rev. R. Albert
Mohler Jr., an influential evangelical leader.
Twelve were charged with criminal trespassing — a misdemeanor — and booked into jail, Louisville police said.
The sit-in in front of Mohler's office lasted about two hours, said
Jan-en Lucas, a co-director of a Soulforce tour that is visiting
Christian colleges.
The group did not contact officials at the private campus in
advance of the visit, said Lawrence Smith, the seminary's vice president of communications. Smith said a small group left when they
were asked by police to leave, but the others stayed.
"As far as I could tell they were not unruly," Smith said."It's my
understanding that they did not resist arrest, but they refused to
leave the campus when they were asked to leave."

Horses in eastern Kentucky at
center of slaughterhouse furor
1)1A 1)1. Ky. +API —Two horses nibble on a small tree close to
the lone muddy path that winds through mountains strip.m.ined of
their coal years ago. Packs of six to eight horses — most of them
apparently healthy, one a little scruffy — graze on the patchy,
brown grass. About 20 more parade down one of the hills that were
reseeded after the coal was extracted.
Driving through reclaimed strip mine land yields scenes of horses that have been allowed to run loose in eastern Kentucky's coal
country.
The animals are at the center of a fierce dispute over what effect
the closing of many of the nation's horse slaughterhouses in recent
years has had on the number and fate of unwanted horses.
Earlier this month. an Associated Press story reported that to
some local observers. the closing of slaughterhouses under public
and political pressure appears to he leading some horse owners in
eastern Kernueky to trim their animals loose. The Humane Society
of the U.S.. which has fought the slaughter of horses for human
ciinsumption. vehemently disputed that.
Oyer the past couple (it decades, hundreds, perhaps thousands,
of horses hay c it
free on tens of thousands of acres that were
once snip 111111e`. ru Kentucky. Exactly who owns the horses is
unclear. SUBIC are thought to he abandoned: others may have been
allowed to run 1(u)se by their owners and graze on other people's
prope rty.
Lewis H. Warns, who was judge-executive up until January.. in
Breathitt County. is among those who suspect that the closing of
horse slaughterhouses is contributing to the situation. He estimated
the number ol tree-range horses in the county at 3511 and said the
count has been rising tyer the past three years or so.

Police: Man enters mobile home,
shoots resident to death
AII'l
Ky API
A northeast Kentucky man was fatally shot at a mobile home in Wolfe County and his alleged assailant
arrested, according to Kentucky State Police.
The shooting occurred around .2.1.111. EDT. according to a report
aired by WLEX-TV. Lexington. Someone knocked on the trailer
door and when the door was answered a man with a gun entered and
shot another man, according to the report. Wolfe County Coroner J.
Frank Porter told the station the \norm died at the scene.
The scene of the shooting was on Kentucky 191. about two miles
tonn Camptim. a state pohce dispatcher said.

Central Ky. businessman sentenced
for hiring illegal immigrants
I it Is \ 1111 . Fo,
non who pleaded guilty to knowingly Immo illegal immigrants 10 work at his central Kentucky
restaurant was sentenced Monday to home confinement and probation.
ban Char Lin. 35. of Radcliff in Hardin County. was also
ordered to forfeit $42.788 that was pieviously seized by
Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents. according to the
r.S attorney's office in Louisville.
S. District Judge John G. Hey burn II sentenced Lin to six
muniths ot home confinement and two years' probation.
Lin admitted hiring 10 illegal 11111111grafil• to work at his Golden
China Buffet in Raddill
His brother. Join Tian l,in, pleaded guilty to similar charges and
was sentenced in December to seNe/1 months in prison, plus two
years of supervised release.
Prosecutors said the brothers are also illegal immigrants and will
be turned oser to Immigration and Customs Enforcement for detention and deportation proceedings after serving their sentences.

Williams Chapel Church of Christ
on the evening of

°Palings For New Obits

March 30th, 2007
7 p.m.

Incitvictual, Smolt Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Call Now!

Congregational singing

Highway 94
7.5 miles West of Murray

753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Colo:Swarm Rd., Murray. KY 42071
AmmonsfJt1 t4ecfrofstaik

753-4703
AUTO - FIONIE - LIFE INSURANCE
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By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Attorney
General Alberto Gonzales' liaison with the
White House will refuse to answer questions
at upcoming Senate hearings about the firings of eight U.S. attorneys, citing her Fifth
Amendment protection against self-incrimination, her lawyer said Monday.
"I have decided to follow my lawyer's
advice and respectfully invoke my constitutional right," Monica Goodling, Gonzales'
counsel and White House liaison, said in a
statement to the Senate Judiciary
Committee.
The revelation complicated the outlook
tor Gonzales, who is traveling out of town
this week even as he fights to keep his job.
In an interview with NBC News,
Gonzales said Monday he was "really
pained" by Republicans and Democrats
alike who widely say the attorney general
has lost his credibility.
Asked why he would want to remain as
attorney general amid so many calls for his
ouster, Gonzales said he's been asking himself lately whether it's appropriate for him to
stay in his job.
But, he said, "at the end of the day, it's
not about Alberto Gonzales. It's about this
great Department of Justice that does so
many wonderful things for the American
people."
Nonetheless, the news was not good for
AP
Gonzales.
U.S.
left,
and
Attorney
Gonzales
watch
comAttorney
Troy
Eid,
Gen.
Alberto
U.S.
to
strip
the
The House voted 329-78
attorney general of his power to indefinitely mercials designed to warn students of the dangers of Internet predators during a
appoint federal prosecutors, approving a bill discussion on Project Safe Childhood sponsored by the Dept. of Justice in Denver
similar to one passed in the Senate. Monday.
President Bush, who is standing by
Gonzales, has signaled that he will not veto response to the growing controversy. She nesses would be well advised not to testify,"
Dowd wrote.
took a leave of absence last week.
the legislation.
Democrats allege the firings were a purge
"One need look no further than the recent
Meanwhile, another Republican added
circumstances and proceedings involving of those deemed by the Justice Department
his criticism to the growing chorus.
"His word is tarnished," said Rep. Ted Lewis Libby," Dowd said, a reference to the not to be "loyal Bushies" — and a political
recent conviction of Vice President Dick warning to other prosecutors to fall in line
Poe, R-Texas, said of Gonzales.
Goodling's statement contradicted her Cheney's former chief of staff in the CIA with the administration. Gonzales has
denied that.
boss' promise to allow his top aides to testi- leak case.
The news of Goodling's refusal to testify
Leahy swiftly cast doubt about
fy before Congress, voluntarily and under
toughened an already daunting week for
Goodling's motives.
oath.
"The American people are left to wonder Gonzales, who retains Bush's support,
Jolm Dowd, Goodling's lawyer, suggested in a letter to Senate Judiciary Committee what conduct is at the base of Ms. apparently on condition that he patch things
Chairman Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., that the Goodling's concern that she may incrimi- up with Congress. There was little sign of
Democrat-led panel has laid what amounts nate herself in connection with criminal that happening.
Republicans over the weekend lobbed
charges if she appears before the committee
to a perjury trap for his client.
criticism at Gonzales and more
new
said
Leahy.
under
oath,"
Goodling, one of several aides involved
Dowd shot back in a second letter that Democrats called for his resignation.
in the firings of federal prosecutors, will
Leahy's comments were a good illustration Gonzales, meanwhile, was in Denver on
refuse to answer senators' questions.
-The potential for legal jeopardy for Ms. of why testifying was "perilous" for his Monday, leading a round-table discussion
on curbing child sex abuse.
Goodling from even her most truthful and client.
But Goodling's announcement appeared
"It is the politically charged environment
accurate testimony under these circumstances is very real," Dowd said. Goodling created by the members of the committee ... to be an unforeseen piece of bad news for
was key to the Justice Department's political that has created the ambiguous and perilous Gonzales' agency, which had no immediate
environment in which even innocent wit- comment.

•'Thank A Veteran Week'
From Front
ing to press secretary Jodi
Whitaker.
Hart said a week-long observation in May would fit the bill.
-That works really well
because it will take the place of
'Thank a Veteran Day'on May 4
and the end of the week is
Armed Forces Day," she said.
"It will get us in the mood. It
will get us in the right frame of
mind come Memorial Day."
"Thank a Veteran Day"
resulted from continued gatherings of WWII veterans who took
the trip to the nation's capital.
However Hart said the group
has decided to sponsor -Thank a
Veteran Week- in place of the
previous celebration and expand
it.
"Every year they still want to
gather together — whoever can
make the gathering — and it has
been the WWII-DC Reunion,"
she said. "This year, the World
War 11 vets wanted to do something a little different so it will
be called 'Thank a Veteran
Week' instead of 'Thank A
Veteran Day' and they want to
include all of the veterans, not
just World War II veterans.Planning for "Thank a
Veteran Week- events in
Murray-Calloway County is
underway, according to Dave
Foley, commander of Veterans
of Foreign Wars Post 6291, and
Don Adcock, commander of
American Legion Post 73, with
a community-wide, breakfast
gathering to honor all county
veterans suggested.
Meanwhile, Hart is also
trumpeting the construction of a
$2 million museum-park project
in Ballard County that will
honor veterans.
the
building
"We're
Kentucky Veteran and Patriot
Museum here in Ballard Count),
for all of our veterans," she said
'This is going to be on eight
acres and it is going to be 'K
shaped for Kentucky."
The largest leg of the K shaped. two-story building will
have a U.S. flag painted on the
roof with the second leg painted
Kentucky blue.
"It's going to be a teaching
museum. It's going to have a big
library and it will have a park
that is unbelievable," she said.
"We're asking anybody and

everybody that is a veteran to
put their heart and soul into it.
It's not going to be in Frankfort.
It's not going to be in Louisville.
It is going to be in west
Kentucky."
An artist conception of how
the park will appear is now in
the works by art students at
Western Kentucky University in
Bowling Green. Hart says monetary donations are sought from
supporters of the project.
In the meantime. Hart says
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Australian terror
suspect at
Guantanamo
pleads guilty

World

Briefly
try to set benchmarks for implementing a cease-fire, including .
the halting of rocket fire from
Gaza, and for improving the
flow of Palestinian travelers and
goods through Israeli crossings.
The secretary said doors had
been opened during her visit to
the region and that she was laying the ground work for future
peace talks.
She said she believed it was
still possible for a peace deal to
be reached during President
Bush's term and that Israeli.
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert
President
Palestinian
and
Mahmoud Abbas showed flexibility.
-They achieved something.:
which is the very regularized:
meetings between the two of:
them,in which they will not just;
talk about their day-to-day:
issues, but also about a political:
horizon," Rice said, speaking at:
a news conference in Jerusalem.

BAY
GUANTANAMO
NAVAL BASE, Cuba (AP) —
An Australian detainee who
pleaded guilty to helping alQaida fight the United States
could be sentenced this week
and will likely be returned to his
native country to serve his sentence by the end of the year, the
U.S. military said.
David Hicks, a 3I-year-old
former kangaroo skinner,
entered the surprise plea
Monday at the first session of
new military tribunals that the
Pentagon set up after the U.S.
Supreme Court found its previous efforts to try Guantanamo
prisoners unconstitutional.
Hicks appeared focused as
his Pentagon-appointed attorney
told the judge that his client was
pleading guilty to one of two
counts of providing material
support for terrorism. Asked by
the judge if this was correct.
Hicks said solemnly,"Yes, sir."
Defense attorneys said a gag
order by the military judge prevented them from discussing
details of the plea until a sentence is announced and it could
not be immediately determined
whether there was a formal plea
bargain.
A panel of military tribunal
members convened for the
Hicks case must travel to
Guantanamo to approve any
sentence, a development that
could come this week.

•••

she is now crocheting a red, memorial. Those who want to
white and blue tapestry that will have a veteran's photo included
include wallet-sized photos of in the work are asked to send
veterans that have been submit- submissions to: Sandy Hart,
ted. It will be displayed May 14 4177 Bethlehem Church Road,
in Ballard County during Wickliffe, Ky. 42087.
For more information about
"Thank a Veteran Week- ceremonies there and will also be the photo submissions or to
placed on display at the museum make a donation to the construction of the Kentucky Veteran
when it is completed.
Hart is collecting non-return- and Patriot Museum contact
able wallet-sized photos of Hart at(270) 335-3128.
Kentucky veterans — living or
dead — to be included in the

Iran says
detained sailors
are being treated
humanely; Blair
hopes diplomacy
will prevail

Rice says Israeli,
Palestinian
leaders will meet
every 2 weeks to
discuss 'political
horizon'
JERUSALEM (AP) —
Israeli and Palestinian leaders
have agreed to meet every two
weeks to discuss day-to-day
issues, but also a -political horizon,- Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice announced
Tuesday after shuttling between
the two sides for three days.
Rice also said her envoy will

TEHRAN. Iran(AP) — Iran
said Tuesday the 15 detained
British sailors and marines it
holds are healthy and are being
treated in a humane fashion.
"They are in completely
good health. Rest assured that
they have been treated with
humanitarian and moral behavior," Mohammad Ali Hosseini, a
spokesman for the Foreign
Ministry, told The Associated
Press.
Hosseini said the only female
sailor among the group enjoyed.
complete .privacy. "Definitely
all ethics have been observed,"
he said. The official did not say
where the marines were being •
kept and reiterated that their
case is under investigation.
"The case should follow procedures," Hosseini said. "Media
hyperbole will not help.-
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CORNERSTONE
of Care

At MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL, we're committed to building
better health care. But our commitment is not limited to our new hospital expansion it
is found every day in our people. We would like to introduce Dell Wells, MURRAYCALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL'S next CORNERSTONE OF CARE

•

recipient. She is a Certified Nursing Assistant at Spring Creek Health Care, enjoys
cooking for her family and the residents, and has been providing laughter and happiness
to the residents at Spring Creek for over 31 years.
"At Spring Creek we have a good time together and laugh a lot with our residents. Taking the
time to listen and laugh with our resident: is what has made myjob so enjoyable."
Dell Wilk, ClVA
Spring Creek Health Care
Tofind out more about our Cornerstones ofCare,
and our expansion progress visit www.murrayhospital.org
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Hipper than
Fanny Farmer
Mother relied on Fanny Farmer, the classic culinary reference book for women of her era. The first edition was published in 1918. when she was still a girl, but it was updated
regularly. Though a copy of it sat in our kitchen when I was
growing up in the 1950s and Ws, mother seldom consulted
Its stained and tattered pages. She kept it handy in case one
of the Alexander daughters needed cooking tips, such as how
to keep potatoes from discoloration, once they were peeled
hut not ready to cook. (Drop them at once into a pot of
cold water.)
By the time I was growing up, Fanny
had packed it in. I mean, who needed a
whole chapter devoted to soup gamishings
and force-meats? And what was up with
the "Helpful Hints to the Young Housekeeper" that included tips on scalding milk and
extracting juice from an onion?
I was a modern woman, a feminist with
a career and an advanced degree. I was not
convinced that cooking was a task I could
shoehorn into my hectic schedule. NevertheMain Street less, when I got married the first time in
By Constance the early 1970's, my sister Pamela gave me
Alexander
a cookbook as a shower gift. It was "Joy
Local
of Cooking." a hipper text than Fanny
Columnist
Fanner, without the savoir vivre of Julia
Child.
ith the zeal of a newlywed. and cabinets fully stocked
with wedding presents and pretension. I planned many a dinner party around the recipes in my "Joy of Cooking."
To this day. the hook opens automatically to some
favorites_ Quiches were all the rage in those days. along with
fondue and anything prepared in a chafing dish. Couscous.
zabaglione and hist:del were also among the usual suspects.
As I flip through the pages. scraps of paper fly out, with
grocery lists and old menus scribbled on them. I do not
recall the meal that featured fillet of beef, mashed potatoes.
broccoli casserole. beamaise sauce and ddled carrots. but I
base a dim recollection of the dessert, a confection called
Mohrenkoepte. from page MO.
In today's meal pluming, such high-carti. butter-drenched
tare is out Were more low tat these days, with a marked
tendency toward boneless. skinless chicken breasts and heaps
of fresh. steamed vegetables
Recently. I learned that -Joy ot Cooking'' is celebrating its
7 St1i birthday
I had not reahted this kitchen staple had been
.uf quid that long It started as a mother-daughter project. a
collection of tried-and f nie recipes that was self-published.
het lithe. it iniorphed Imo the current edition ol Illote than
4.soil recipes, hut it is still an indispensable reference hook.
a friendly cooking companion A publisher's dream. the book
newt goes out fit print
tittme Fec i pes lit inn pre% u tu cklItIolls. going all the way
bac k to the orig.trials from 19;1. are included in the annis ersay installment hut every thing has been retested and refined
sign ol the times is
to brine a iii- ire modern ii astir
that the newest -Joy adds another %Ince to the mix. Ethan
Origi glatitkoni 01 Irma Rombauer arid son 4It !MU
ties ken
nal partnet. daughter sl,irpin
Like 41 g4 Mid rek I pe that has heen handed down Iroin one
genetation to the next. ilerlik that were deleted front older
editions have been billed bask um, the tiny the 1997 edi in in. h ii instans e. w as ghost-written hy fat lii iU s diets and
ilk:hided Mall:, tune-consuming meals it
trom scratch.Tfie
nett. 111.rdel, howev et. speaks in the more down-to-earth tone
mat 4 4.4 4k, 1141444: ellit 444 ed 144 generations
-toy of Cooking- is a staple in millions (it kitchens. Its
, ,.00kbook
Influence is impressive indeed. as it is the fin1)
named hy the New 'fork Public Library on its list of the 1.51,
most influential books of the 20th century Some ecen call it
the -bible ot the kitchen.I know it will always hay e a place on my bookshelf. es en
sr, I consult I lie Internet for Hess gasonmom ic adventUres
Re ,id tIiiit.Strret wiline at iii. n murrin ledver °in
I
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Tuition hikes jeopardize higher ed goals
Tuition increases have
placed in jeopardy Kentucky's ability to meet the
2020 postsecondary education
goals of the historic Higher
Education Reform Act of
1997. This was the key finding in a study recently
released by the Kentucky.
State Auditor's I Mice.
'Die report is a call to
arms for anyone whit is Anis
to ploy. a leadership role in
Kentucky 's tuture. And cver_
citiien should play a role
During this key election
year. Kentuckians must
demand that those who w sb
to lead Kentucky devehp
and present strategies to
recerse this troubling trend
As in-state tuition has
steadily nicreased, the lulltone. undeigraduate enroll
mem of K4.111114. k teNldellis
111 the pcistsec ontlal
has begun 14
decrease. Since the 'tiol.of
school !. ear. ).44 hett 4:Clieral
kind support decreased and
Infiniti irk teases escalated.
the as erage cost ot tuition in
Kentucky s lour -year
ha% increased by isti percent. an average fit I 3.5 percent a year
At the same tune. a
mon mai study on atlOrdahility lowered Keinu.ky's grade
from a It to an F. That
siudy also found that lower
income households must
eypend ; percent of their
ftal income for a student
enrolled in higher education.
Kentuc ky saw significant
Inc lease• In enrollment alter
the 1997 reforms. But
recently. as tuition has risen
dramatically. lull-time undergraduate resident enrollment
at the tour-year institutions
has slowed and leveled off.

increasing
by only 92
students
last year.
When you
combine
the two
and fourscar sysienis. Kentucky has
i
Guest Voice actually
fulilt-)st
By Critt Luellen time KenKentucky State tucky stuAuditor
dents since
24)()
Normally
enrollment reports focus on
the total headcount of the
school or system. Our report
focused on full-time students
and includes a breakdown of
each school and the Kenk Community and Technical College System. Howe.% er, the data shows that
part-time students have also
declined in the four-year
institutions. And the growth
of part-time students has
slowed in the Kentucky
Community and Technical
College S stem.
this is happening at a
time when the Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary
Education projects that
between 20IM and 2020.
Kentucky. needs to add
189.000 new bachelor's
degree holders to reach the
national average. The council estimates that if Kentucky continues to perform
at its current level, without
turther declines, the state
will fall short of its 2020
goals by 211.000 bachelor's
degree holders.
Our report also found that
in the 10 years since reform.
Kentucky has been more

successful in attracting nonresident students to Kentucky's eight four-year public
universities than enrolling
Kentuckians. While Kentucky
resident enrollment increased
by 10 percent, non-resident
growth increased by 39 percent. In fact, 45 percent of
the growth in full time
undergraduate students since
the 1997 reforms can be
attributed to out-of-state students.
Since the fall of 2003,
Kentucky has attracted more
non-resident full time students, 56 percent of the total
new enrollees, than resident
students. Low non-resident
tuition rates may be contributing to this disparity.
Higher educational attainment for Kentucky's citizens
is the single biggest challenge facing the commonwealth. By any measure,
more Kentuckians must have
postsecondary degrees if We
are to attract the jobs of the
21st Century and increase
the quality of life for our
residents.
This analysis points to the
urgent need for a comprehensive review of the linkages between state appropriations, tuition policy, and
financial aid. Decisions
affecting tuition occur at several different levels. All
actions by the key players
— the General Assembly,
Executive Branch. Council
for Postsecondary Education.
the Universities, and the
Kentucky Community and
Technical College System —
are interrelated, and impact
Kentuckians" ability to reach
the educational attainment
needed to move the state
forward.

Certainly, administrators
must continue to look for
efficiencies within the postsecondary educational system.
But it is vital that Kentucky's top policy makers
provide adequate funding to
ensure that tuition is set at a
level that makes postsecondary education accessible
to all residents.
The report recommends
that tuition be reduced and
that need-based financial aid
be increased. We also recommend that non-resident
tuition should be fair to state
taxpayers. Additionally, we
recommend that state budget
decisions should take into
account data quantifying the
impact of those decisions on
tuition and accessibility.
The issue of higher education has been a focal point
of many studies and recommendations recently. The
Council on Postsecondary
Education says more out-ofstate students are staying in
Kentucky after graduation.
That is a positive development. We should encourage
non-Kentucky residents to
come to college in our state
— as long as it is not at
the expense of Kentucky taxpayers.
I sent a copy of this
report to every legislator, the
governor, and to each candidate for governor. The data
calls for urgent and dramatic
action. It simply must be a
top priority of policy makers
in Kentucky to make postsecondary education affordable for Kentuckians. Hopefully this report can make
this critical problem, already
at a crisis point, a top issue
this year and in the next
budget session.

Contradictory directions pulling Bush
'4)herence has
W \SUING 1
ney el been the sin tr11.! suit ol George W
Bush's rhetonc Fits line about how
4,4 4rik44444k.,
base lo -CalapUil the
propaganda.- my favonte liushism of all
time. tiia he one (il the most off-thewall presidential utterances ever. But the
l)ecider's policies. howeser unfortunate, at
least used 144 he pretty much of a piece
Not air" more
Increasingly. the president seems
pushed and pulled in contradictory directions. not so much by the l)emocratic
majonts on Capitol Hill hut by his own
t'abinet members arid other appointees
The president comes out el,et) once in a
while to make a show of steely resolve,
as he did last week in support of Attorney General Alheno Gonzales. But then
he rehreats and leases the decidin' to others
Take the Gonzales affair, which is
beginning to look like an experiment to
determine lust how much unnecessary
damage an administration can inflict upon
itself Because of friendship or stubbornness. Bush has essentially left the attorney general's future up to the attorney
general (whose judgment has been, shall
we say, called unto question). Bush won't
fire him, he won't leave, and the acidic
dnp-drip-dnp of new revelations continues
to eat away at what's left of the administration's credibility
I have to belteve that at some point.
Gonzales will solve this problem hs
looking deep within his soul and discovering an urgent need to spend more time

with his family. But
his situation is just the
e sample du jour of
disarray in a newly
multipolar administration.
The war in Iraq -the foreign policy misadventure by which
history will judge the
Bush administration —
From the is now Gen. David
Post
Petraeus' to win or
lose. It's the general
By Eugene
who drew up the plan
Robinson
for the escalation we're
Washington
supposed to call a
Post
"surge." If he needs an
additional few thousand
over and above what he asked for, here
they come.
Oh, and it's the Iraqis who have to
piece together a polity out of the jagged
shards our fumbling has left behind.
Time to step up. Iraqis. and bring all the
super glue you can find.
Meanwhile. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice is off running a foreign
policy that's more from Venus than Mars.
Rice has decided, rather late in the
game. that it would be helpful if Israel
and the Palestinians made peace. Never
mind that we've spent six years helping
polarize the situation, to the point where
even if Israeli and Palestinian leaders
agreed on a comprehensive deal, it's
unlikely that either side could deliver.
Does Bush really want to broker

peace? Is Rice the driving force behind
this long-shot initiative? Or is it all for
show?
Dick Cheney seems to have assigned
himself two major public tasks: Bash the
Democrats with intemperate attacks, and
coddle the Saudis and the rest of our
authoritarian allies in the Middle East.
The Democrat-bashing — bellowing at
every opportunity that questioning the
administration's conduct of the war
amounts to an attack on Amencan troops
— at least makes some sense politically
as a way of keeping the die-hard Republican base tired up. But it also undercuts
the president's stated position toward
Democratic leaders on the Hill, which is
that he prefers cooperation over confrontation. Maybe I'm just touchy, but I
would find it hard to take seriously the
let's-all-pull-together exhortations of a
man whose second-in-command is all but
calling me a Benedict Arnold.
If you factor out the Gonzales
imbroglio, chalking it up to loyalty, I
suppose it's possible that we're just in a
period of messy transition. It's possible
that we're seeing an administration in the
process of positioning itself to try to
govern effectively for the next 22
months.
But I doubt it. It's hard to maneuver
the behemoth ship of state, but it's
impossible when nobody -- or everybody
— is at the wheel.
E-moil Eugene Robinson at eugenerobinsomiltwasigiosteom
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Oiltrarlos
Harold E. Clint

Mrs. Meld. Faye Foy

Harold E. Clark, 72, Hardin, diet' Monday, March 26. 2007, at
55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Hardin Baptist Church. Born Aug. 27, 1934,
he was the son of the late James E. Clark and Beulah Killian Clark.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ramona Clark; two daughters,
Mrs. Shelly DeLaughter and husband, Michael, and Mrs. Debbie
Haley and husband, Jim, all of Sikeston, Mo.; two sons, Andrew E.
('lark, Louisville, and Aaron D. Clark, Hardin; one sister, Mrs.
Wanda Lee Kinsolving, Midlan, Texas; two grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Churchilllines Family Funeral Home. Bro. Trad York will officiate. Burial
‘k It follow in the Sikeston (Mo.)City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday.

The funeral for Mrs. Melda Faye Foy was today (Tuesday) at II
a.m. at Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove. Bro. Charlie Simmons
and Bro. William Whitlow officiated.
Pallbearers were Glenn Windsor, Michael Robertson, Bill
Robertson, Joe Robertson, Tony Robertson and Jonathan David
Frederick. Burial was in the Salem Cemetery with J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Heart
Association, Kentucky Region, 240 Whittington Parkway,
Louisville, Ky., 40222.
Mrs. Foy, 79, Hurt Drive, Murray, formerly of the Lynn Grove
community, died Saturday, March 24, 2007, at 8:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a former cook at Jerry's Restaurant and
Triangle Inn. She was a member of Salem Baptist Church.
Robert Wayne Rudolph
Born June 4, 1927, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter
Robert Wayne Rudolph, 71, Ky. 94 East, Murray, died Monday,
of the late Davy Lee Paschall and Bessie Mae Cochran Paschall.
March 26, 2007, at 2;35 p.m. at his home.
Survivors include her husband, Cleveland Foy, to whom she was
Preceding him in death were one daughter, Regina Lynn
Rudolph; one sister, Kathleen Rudolph Hemdon; and one brother, married Aug. I. 1953, in Corinth, Miss.; two daughters, Mrs.
Larry Rudolph. Born May 5, 1935, in Calloway County, he was the Patricia Robertson and husband, Steve, Murray, and Mrs. Paula
Frederick and husband, Herb, Calloway County; six grandchildren,
son of the late Thelmer Rudolph and Ruby Tatum Rudolph.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Lucille Turner Rudolph, to Michael Robertson, Benton, Bill Robertson, Murray, Joe Robertson,
whom he was married Sept. 1, 1956; one daughter, Mrs. Tanuny Jo Nashville, Tenn., Tony Robertson, Mayfield, and Jonathan David
Eaves and husband, Mike, Murray; one son, Robert Tracy Rudolph Frederick and Catherine Frederick, both of Calloway County; seven
and wife, Lisa, Dexter; one brother, Eugene Rudolph and wife, great-grandchildren.
Loretta, Benton; five grandchildren, Tisha Peeler Riggs and husband, Sean, Kody Rudolph, Morgan Gail Rudolph, Mason Kole James David Soccorsi
Rudolph and Kaci Lynn Rudolph; one great-grandchild, Sean
James David Soccorsi, 40, North Canton, Ohio, died suddenly
Thomas Higgs; three stepgrandchildren, Jason Eaves and wife, Wednesday, March 21, 2007.
Erica, Ryan Charles Eaves and Alicia Eaves; one stepgreat-grandHe graduated from Garfield High School in 1984 and attended
Stark Technical College. He was a sports fan especially in softball,
child, Gibson Thomas Eaves.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock- and was an avid sports talk radio fan. His father, Dan K. Soccorsi,
Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. David Allbritten will officiate. preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Sydney Paige; his mother, Judy
Burial will follow in the Palestine Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 6 p.m. Wednesday.
Casto and husband, David Homer; one brother, Jonathan and wife,
Claudia; grandmother, Mildred Casto; uncles and aunts, Joe and
Donna Garland, Murray, Ky., and Mickey and Christine Casto,
Mrs. Barbara Jean Lee Slayden
Mrs. Barbara Jean Lee Slayden, 63, Coopertown Road, Murray, Susan Misanko, and Janis and Dick Corbin; five cousins.
The funeral was held Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of DunnColdwater community,died Sunday. March 25, 2007,at 1:22 p.m. at
Quigley, Ciriello & Can Fairlawn Chapel, Fairlawn, Ohio. Burial
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was employed as a customer service employee at Captain D's was in the Grcenlawn Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy may be
Restaurant in Murray. Born Jan. 12, 1942, in made to the Heart Association.
Dallas, Texas, she was the daughter of the late
Felix Grundy Lee and Julia Eda Shtunake Lee.
Survivors include her husband, Leonard
Slayden, to whom she was married Dec. 27,
1982, in Rockwall, Texas; three daughters, Mrs.
Patricia Callan and husband, Dave, Fort Worth,
Texas, Mrs. LaRhonda Burnham and husband,
Dan, Graham, Texas, and Mrs. Deborah Pierson
and husband, Jessie, North Richland Hills,
Slayden
Texas; five stepsons, Lenny Slayden, Terry
Slayden, Eddie Slayden and wife, Terressa,
Dwayne Slayden and wife, Alisha, and Brent Slayden, all of
MAY1FIELD, Ky. (API — Caldwell, said Vicki Glass, a
Fowlerville, Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Bobbie Riley and husband, Jay,
Honey Grove, Texas; two brothers, Johnnie Lee and wife, Lelah, Three people accused in the spokeswoman for the attorney
Garland, Texas, and Billy Lee and wife, Joyce, Mesquite, Texas; 16 murder of a teenage girl six general's office, which is proseyears ago were arraigned cuting the case. Burton is being
grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
represented by Paducah attorney
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Monday in western Kentucky.
District
Judge
Mark Bryant.
Graves
County
will
officiate
and
Tim
Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. Carl Butler
All three are accused in the
Edmonson will give the eulogy. Burial will follow in the Synisonia Deborah Crooks set a preliminary hearing for April 4 for murder of Jessica Currin, an 18Cemetery.
Quincy Omar Cross, 31, of year-old mother whose beaten
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m.
Tiptonville, Tenn.; Jeffery Allen and burned body was found
Wednesday.
Burton, 27, of West Paducah: behind Mayfield Middle School.

DANIA BEACH, Ha. (AP) growth hormone.
Chloral hydrate, the drug pn— For weeks, the rumors
swirled, of a murder, a suicide, manly blamed for Smith's
or some other desperate,dramat- death, was also a factor in the
ic end to an over-the-top life.
death of her idol Marilyn
In the end, though, Anna Monroe some 45 years ago.
Nicole Smith simply closed her Smith attempted to model her
eyes and slipped away.
career after Monroe,tattooed the
The announcement Monday icon's image on her body and
that the former Playboy even sought to be buried near
Playmate died of an accidental her, though she ultimately was
drug overdose marks the end of laid to rest in the Bahamas after
a more than six-week investiga- a long court battle over her
tion and halted — at least tem- remains.
porarily — widespread murmurs
Tiger said authorities examthat Smith may have been mur- ined laptop computers belongdered or simply too stricken to ing to Smith and Stern, and
go on without her son Daniel, found nothing unusual related to
who died just five months before her death. The chief said nothing
her.
came up during an 'exhaustive
Many theorized there was a review of tapes from hotel secuconnection between the deaths rity cameras and from interof mother and son and those views with numerous witnesses.
assumptions won't fade so easi-This is not a not-guilty,"
ly, particularly with an inquest said Krista Barth, one of Stern's
into the younger Smith's death attorneys."This is a never was."
Smith, 39, was found unreset to begin Tuesday in the
sponsive by a private nurse at
Bahamas.
Jurors there were expected to about 1 p.m. on Feb. 8 in her
hear from dozens of witnesses room at the Seminole Hard Rock
— including Dr. Cyril Wecht, a Hotel and Casino in Hollywood.
forensic pathologist hired by Smith was pronounced dead
Smith's family, and Smith's shortly afterward.
Perper said that Smith could
lawyer-turned-companion
Howard K. Stern — as they con- have been saved had she been
sider whether Daniel's death hospitalized earlier in the week
should be ruled an accident, sui- — when she fell ill and eventually developed a fever of 105
cide or perhaps even homicide.
But in Florida on Monday, degrees — simply because her
the message was clear: Smith drug intake could have been
died because of a lethal combi- controlled.
"If she would have gone to
nation of drugs she likely didn't
the hospital she wouldn't have
know could kill her.
"We found nothing to indi- died because she wouldn't have
cate any foul play," said Chief had the opportunity to take the
Charlie Tiger of the Seminole excessive amount of chloral
hydrate.- he said.
Police Department.
A news release issued by
Broward County Medical
Examiner Dr. Joshua Perper said lawyers for Stern said that both
the powerful sleeping drug chlo- he and Smith's physician urged
ral hydrate and at least eight her to get emergency treatment
other prescription drugs formed for her fever but she refused
a lethal combination along with because "she did not want the
a case of the flu and a bacterial media frenzy that follows her.A high school dropout in
infection Smith had developed
and Tamara C. Caldwell, 27, of
All three remained jailed on from injecting drugs into her Texas, Smith went from topless
Mrs. Cannon Payne
Mayfield.
$1 million cash bond, Glass buttocks.
dancer to Playboy Playmate of
The funeral for Mrs. Carmen Payne will be Thursday at 11:30
defenders
were said.
Public
the Year. Guess jeans model and
said
Smith
had
been
takHe
a.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Rev. appointed for Cross and
ing a lengthy list of medications, bride of 89-year-old oil man J.
Dennis Gray and Minister Monica Jackson will officiate.
including methadone for pain Howard Marshall 11. She took
Pallbearers will be Larry Jackson, Heath Walls, Darrell Foster,
Studies show that reading
and valium, but those drugs her fight for Marshall's estimatMarteze Hammonds, MacKenney Hammonds and Dwayne Tansil,
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
were at therapeutic levels; she ed 55(X) million fortune as far as
active; J. Buddy Johnson. Jeff Oliver, R.V. Oliver, Bro. John Snipes
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
also
had been on several antide- the Supreme Court. and the
and Michael Skinner, honorary; Alisa Walls, Yvette Rutledge,
newspaper and expand your mind
Wanetta Buck, Darla Thomas, Teresa Beasley and Phyllis
pressant and anti-anxiety drugs ongoing battle could make her
with a world of information.
Stubblefield, flowers. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial
and had recently taken longevity infant daughter. Dannielynn,
Gardens.
medications, vitamin B12 and very wealthy.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m.
Wednesday.
Th
The Lexington Campuses of
Mrs. Payne, 70, Murray, died Saturday. March 24, 2007, at 5:50
'Service After Sale
Spencerian College
Sullivan
University&
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
invites applications for
A custodian at Murray State's Hester College, she was featured in
'Full Parts Dept.
Public Safety Officers
a story written by Holly LaMastus, staff writer, published in The
The shared Department of Public Safety at Sullivan University-Lexington and
Murray State News. She was a member of Second Christian Church.
'Locally Owned &
Spencerian College is looking for individuals to work part-time and full-time as Public
Mayfield.
Safety Officers. Work schedules may include evening hours Monday through Friday,
Operated
and some weekends. Ideal candidates will have prior law enforcement and/or security
Preceding her in death were her husband. Mose Payne Jr.; one
experience. Candidate must be at least 21 years of age. A background check is required
sister, Christine Robbyn; and two brothers, Connie and Ellison
All persons hired are subject to a drug screen. Security experience on a college campus
Blakemore. Born March I, 1937, she was the daughter of the late
and EMT certification preferred.
Fred Douglas Blakemore and Addie Mae Starks Blakemore.
Send resume and cover letter to mvance*sullivan.edu or mail to:
Sullivan 00/ersity. Human Resources. 2355 Harrodsburg Road. Lexington, KY 40504.
Survivors include three sons, Reginald Eugene Payne, Richard
212 F. Nlairi Street • 753- 1586
The Sullivan University System is an Equal Opportunity Employer
Darnell Payne and Randall Lynn Payne and wife, Tiffany, and three
husband,
John,
Marva
daughters, Mrs. Deborah Ann Armstrong and
Mosette Payne and Serillda Susa Payne,all of Murray; two brothers,
vc-t
ea4-1
,
0-19 eart& 14bl
James Blakemore and wife, Linda, Aurora, Ill., and Luke
Blakemore, Paris. Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Maryetta Jackson,
Mayfield; 12 grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
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Three people
arraigned in teen
mother's death
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Mrs. Baffle Rudolph Kopperud
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ybody

Police probe into
model Anna Nicole
Smith's death ends

•

The funeral for Mrs. Hattie Rudolph Kopperud will be
Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Rev. David Montgomery and Rev. Dr. Ann Marie Montgomery will
officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Jim McMinn, Joe Belcher, Sal
Matarazzo, Dan McNutt, Billy Nix and Vernon Stubblefield.
Honorary pallbearers will be the staff and personnel of Kopperud
Realty. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Presbyterian
Church Building Fund, 1606 Poplar St., Murray, Ky,. 42071, or
Calloway County Public Library. 710 Main St., Murray, Ky.. 42071.
Mrs. Kopperud, 96, Main Street, Murray, died Saturday, March
24. 2007. at 7:05 p.m. at her home.
A graduate of Paducah Tilghman High School, she attended business school in Virginia. A homemaker, she had been a member of
First Presbyterian Church of Murray for more than 60 years. A charter membfr of Murray Country Club, Murray Civic Music
Association and Presidents Club of Murray State University, she
was also a member of Murray Woman's Club, a former member and
president of the Southwestern Dental Auxiliary (1963), and the state
dental convention chairperson in 1962.
Her husband, Dr. Alvin Hanley Kopperud, preceded her in death.
Born Nov. 17, 1910, in Paducah, she was the daughter of the late
Willard Rudolph and Ella Payne Rudolph.
Survivors include one son, Bill Kopperud and wife, Kathy,
Murray; two grandchildren, Kristin Kopperud. Lexington, and John
Hanley Kopperud, Louisville.
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American Quarter Horse
Show scheduled here
The West Kentucky Quar- in the entire equine industry.
ter Horse Show. an American
"We welcome all Amencan
Quarter Horse Association Quarter horse owners as well
approved show, will be Satur- as anyone who has a passion
day and Sunday at the West for horses,- said Bill Brewer,
Kentucky Exposition Center. AQHA executive vice president.
"AQHA shows are fun, and anyMurray
These shows test horses' body who has ever wanted to
abilities in dozens of different get involved with horses or
alasses and feature events such compete at an AQHA show is
as jumping, reining, barrel racencouraged to attend."
ing, cutting, roping and pole
Each year, AQHA approves
bending. Additionally, halter more than 2.7(X) shows and
classes that judge the horses special events across the glove.
based on balance, muscling and For more information about the
breed characteristics are held. West Kentucky AQHS. conPeople who exhibit at shows tact Mark E. Harrell at 1-618earn points that turn into awards 397- 1388.
or a ash at the end of the year.
For additional information
By competing in an AQHA about AQHA, including showshow, exhibitors and horses ing, racing or recreational ridalso can qualify for the AQHA ing programs, contact AQHA
or American Quarter Horse at I -M(6-376-4811 or visit
Youth Association world cham- Aqua's
website
at
pions shows, the premier events www.aqha.cona

7)
)/r/i) TAnnouncemen/
Kyson Dayne Billington
Mr. and Mrs Brad Billington of 1378 Beach Rd.. Kirksey.
are the parents (il a son. Kyson Dayne Billington, born on
Thursday. March 22, 2007, at Jackson Purchase Medical Center. Mayfield.
The mother is the tomer Tabitha Paschall. A sister is BriJIld Mane Billington. 2.
Maternal grandparents are Danny and Debra Paschall of
Kirksey and maternal great-grandparents are Dan and Jo Merrell of Midlothian. Texas.
Paternal grandparents are Harold and Anita Cashion ol Murray, and a paternal great-grandmother is Gracie Cashion of
Murray.

HonorRoll
Lastwood Christian Acadeins has released the honor roll
ti the third nine weeks ot
s(hool as billows
All As
First grade
Floah Toth.
Se,aind grade Kristen %ler
,er and Marisa [odd.
Fourth giadc Samuel Cook.
1.11th grade
Clarissa
Robeih,
Ses end) grade Aaron Cook
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and Madison Ross;
111th grade - Andrew Esau
and Rebecca Selby.
All As and Bs
First grade - Haley Weatherford, Jesse ('uses and Sara
Beth Adams,
Second grade - Gage Barnes.
Claire
Layne.
Morgan
McWhener. Morgan Moredock
and Landan Ross,
third grade - Bethany Harrell, Gustaso Leon, Jason Marquardt. Dillon U. Kelly and Victoria Waggoner:
Fourth grade - Jonathan
Burke. Katie Cocey. Mananda
Jones and Austin Napp:
Fifth grade - lid Leon. Hannah laic ett and Alison Redd:
Sixth grade - Emily Dowdy:
Eighth grade Bradley. Elizabeth Imes and
Brittany Marquardt:
Ninth grade - Mynah Snyder.
111th grade
Becky Valley
and JoBeth Scott,
11th grade
Carmen
Swygart.
12th grade - James Hastings and David Craig.

Kirksey United Methodist Church
Relay for Life Team plans event
"Dancing For A Cure" will be theme of
a dance planned Saturday from 7 to 10
p.m. at the Harmon Woodmen of the World
building at 330 C.C. Lowry Dr., located
off North Fourth Street, by the Kirksey
United Methodist Church Relay for Life
team.
This will be a fun night for the whole
family with something or all ages.
Refreshments will be served. Attire will
be dressy or semi-formal. Admission will
lo's
$10 for
Datebook be $20 for family, $15 for couple,
under.
By Jo Bur-keen adult and $5 for- child 18 and
Tickets are currently being sold, but will
Community
be available at the door. For more inforEditor
mation contact Cynthia Hart at 293-1510
or Jane Field at 489-2372.

Lawrence concert on Wednesday

Photo provided
STUDENTS OF WEEK: Named as Students of the Month for
February at Calloway County Middle School were Arista
Manning, Dylan Knaup. Kristina Bohannon, Chase Martin,
Reagin Meredith and Darien Maness These students were
chosen because of outstanding characrter, work habits,
behavior and cooperation with their peers and teachers

MCCH Hospice to host
spring luncheon and
fashion show in April
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice Program is
hosting a Spring Luncheon and
Fashion Show on Vvrednesday.
Apnl 25. front I I a.m. to I
p.m at the Murray Woman's
Clubhouse located at 704 Vine
Si.
The event will feature fashions from DK Kelley and modeled by local ladies just in
time for gift shopping for Mother's Day and Administrance
Assistants" Week.
The cost per ticket is $10
and includes California chicken salad, fruit, roll, assorted
homemade desserts, and drink.
Lunch will be available between
I I am and I p.111. and is
come and go as you please.
'Fake out is asailable at the
door or those interested may
call ahead to place orders Door
prizes donated by various bust
nesses will he awarded during
the event.
Tickets are asailable at the
door as well as DK Kelley.
New Life Chnsnan Bookstore,
Vintage Rose. Jean-Maine's.

Penique's, Veterinary Medical
Center or the HomeCare office.
Hospice volunteers and members of the Murray Woman's
Club Sigma and Delta Departments are also selling tickets
(or the event.
"This event is a perfect
opportunity tor the community to support our local hospice while sharing lunch with
friends and coworkers, and
viewing the latest Spring Fashions.- said Jimmie Joyce, Hospuce Coordinator. "Many local
businesses have provided donations to this effort and Hospice is especially appreciative
of the Murray Woman's Club
tor offering the facility free of
charge and providing desserts
tor the event. Our goal is to
sell 2110 tickets and raise money
tor our program.All proceeds from the event
will he used to benefit the
Hospice program at MCCH.
For more information contact Jimmie Joyce, MCCH Hospice Coordinator. at 270-7672108.
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NOTIFICATION OF GRANT: Rotarians Roger Reichmuth
Club Service Director. and Brenda Rowland. President. are
shown receiving news of the public relations grant awarded
the local club recently
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Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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Friendship Club will meet
Calloway County Homemaker Friendship Club will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension office.
The lesson will be on "Ageless Fashion Dressing." All interested persons are invited. For more information call 753-1452
or 436-5216.

Youth Center plans promotion
Main Street Youth Center will have a rebate day today at
Big Apple Cafe but customers are asked to tell the cashier
you are there for the center; and on Wednesday from 7 p.m.
to closing at Mr. Gatti's but the center must have at least 25
individual participants and inform the cashier they are there
for the center.

Project Graduation plans event
Calloway County Project Graduation Committee will have a
rebate day Wednesday from 4 p.m. to close; and all ck•y Thursday at Mr. Gatti's but tell the cashier you are there for Project Graduation.
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Angels Attic needs donations
Angels Attic is striving to make the donation process for
all those who support the efforts on behalf of Angels Clinic.
Donations are accepted at the back door of Angels Attic from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Saturday. The access road
off Arcadia has been re-opened.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway Public Library. For information call Pat at 489-2909 or
Mike at 293-6043.

Al-Anon meeting planned

Where else can having so
much fun help save lives?
1

Team ARC, made up of Calloway County Red cross volunteers and staff, will have a rebate day today all day at the
Backyard Burger and from 4 to 10 a.m. Wednesday. Additionally, MSU's Red Cross Club and Rotaract Club are teaming
up for additional rebate nights. They are at Captain D's on
Monday and Backyard Burger on Friday.

The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo tonight from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international charities. For more information call 293-7061.
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Red Cross teams plan promotion
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Murray Electric Board will meet Wednesday at 4 p.m. in
the Carroll conference room, instead of the regular meeting
time.

Bingo planned tonight

•

•

MES board to meet Wednesday

All children can learn, but some learn differently. Some
children need more help than others because they have a disability. The Murray Independent School District through Child
Quest/Child Find activities is interested in finding all children
with challenges and giving them a chance to learn. If you
have or know of an infant, toddler, child or youth who has a
disability and is not getting needed special help, call the district at 753-4363

•

1 folly Ir• ii,,A. Wrvetts 11.11,

West Kentucky Educational Cooperative will meet Wednesday in the library of North Marshall Middle School, Calvert
City. The meeting will begin at 8:30 a.m, and will adjourn at
the conclusion of the monthly business session about noon.

Child Find now in progress

115.111,11 IA, I...4M
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WKEC to meet Wednesday

Murray State University Nutrition and Pottery/Ceramic programs is having a fundraiser with all proceeds to go to Need
Line. This will be Thursday in the second floor ballroom of
the ('urns Center with lunch from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and dinner from 5. to 6:30 p.m. The price is $12 and that includes
soup and a ceramic bowl of your choice.

•

•

Tracy Lawrence will present a concert on Wednesday at 7
p.m. at Murray State University Lovett auditorium. This is
being sponsored by American Cancer Society Relay for Life,
McKinney Insurance Services and Froggy 103.7 FM. For tickets, call Ticketmaster at 1-877-894-4474 or order online at
Ticketmaster.com.

Special event planned
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Form a Relay For Life
Team today!

11,Contact: Kathy Hodge 436-2424

Is Your Home Fabulous
Enough For

Thibaut Fabric?
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Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Extension meeting tonight
Calloway County Extension Council meeting will meet
tonight at 7 p.m. at the county extension office. For information call 753-1452.

Alzheimer's group will meet
.Alzhetmer's Support Group will have a discussion meeting
today at 4:30 in the board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For more information call Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W.,
at 762-1108.

Project Graduation plans promotion

Calloway County High School Project Graduation will have
a rebate day today from 4 to 9 at Backyard Burgers. Customers are asked to place their receipts in the bag at the
cashier's area. Another rebate day will be Wednesday from 4
p.m. to closing at Taco' John's.
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Good soil core samples
provide reliable results
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
ADVENTURES IN AGRICULTURE: Students at Murray Middle School recently participated in "Agriculture Adventures:
Kentucky," a program designed to educate Kentucky schoolchildren about the importance of agriculture in their everyday lives.
Students get to milk a fiberglass cow, grind wheat into flour, test soil samples and participate in many other hands-on experiments and activities. Pictured above, fifth-grade student Erin Langford gets milking instructions from Pam Cohoon, a parent
volunteer.

The results of soil analyses are no better than the
core samples you collect for
your home lawn, garden or
field. It's like the adage,
"garbage
in, garbage
out."
The
Calloway
County
Cooperative
Extension
Service has
information
how to
Agricuttural on
properly
Update
take samBy Todd Powell
ples and
County
the benefits
Extension
of soil
Agent for
tests. Boxes
Agriculture/
for samples
Natural
are also
Resources
available.
When collecting soil cores from your
home garden, lawn or field,
be sure to take samples from
the area on which you want
fertility data and separate
them according to land use.
You'll need to take different samples for a lawn, garden, field, fruit trees, ornamental shrubs and azaleas
because each may have distinct fertility, acidity or alkalinity requirements. For a

lawn, collect cores at a
depth of four inches. Take
cores six inches deep for
gardens, fields, ornamentals
and fruit trees.
Take at least 10 core
samples throughout each
land-use area. Don't collect
them when the soil is too
wet because the soil won't
properly mix together. Also
do not just go out and take
one or two shovels of dirt
and put in a bucket and
bring to the Extension office.
Blend core samples well in
a clean plastic bucket; then
fill the sample box and
bring it to the Calloway
County Cooperative Extension Service Office.
Analyses will be done at
a University of Kentucky
soil test laboratory. You will
receive research-based recommendations on lime and fertilizer requirements for the
land use. Its a good idea to
collect core samples about
the same time each year so
you can compare results
from year to year.
For more information on
soil tests and other gardening
topics, contact the Calloway
County Cooperative Extension Service.

Western bean cutworm also likes corn
By LAURA SKILLMAN
PRINCETON,
Ky.,
—
Names can sometimes be misleading, and that's just the case
with the western bean cutworm, an emerging pest that
could make its way into western Kentucky this year. Rather
than beans, its target in this
state will likely be. corn, and
it does its damage by feeding.
"In some ways it acts more
like the corn earworm in that
it attacks the developing ear
and kernels," said Ric Bessin.
entomologist with the University of Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service. "Since this
is the pan of the plant we

market, we consider this a and there are control measures
direct pest - one that attacks available when needed.
the part of the plant we sell."
The cutworm overwinters as
The cutworm was first iden- a larva in the soil and pupates
tified as a pest in dry beans in the spring. The moths begin
and then was discovered to to emerge in June and July,
also feed on corn. It has been and larvae emerge from eggs
gradually migrating east and laid on the upper sides of leaves.
by 2005 had made its way They will feed on the upper
across Iowa and into parts of leaves and tassel before movIllinois. Last year, it had spread ing to the silks and ear. In the
across Illinois, and the first ear, they feed on the developmoths could reach Kentucky ing kernel.
by this summer. Trapping for
"When feeding is complete
this new pest will begin this they drop to the soil," he said.
summer in western Kentucky, "Fortunately, there is only one
Bessin said. The pest is not generation per year. But unlike
expected to become a problem the corn earworm, where only
in the state for a few years, one larva completes develop-

ment per ear because the larvae are cannibalistic, this is
not the case with the bean cutworm. There can be one or
more per ear, and there are
examples of 10 or more in a
single ear. Also, unlike corn
earworm that attacks only the
tip of the ear, the bean cutworm can attack the tip, side
or butt end of the ear."
Western bean cutworm moths
are dark brown with a white
stripe on their upper wings and
are about three-fourths of an
inch long. Larvae are about
one-quarter of an inch long
when hatched and can grow
to a length of 1.5 inches. Young

larvae are tan and become a
pale brown as they develop.
Older larvae have three light
stripes on the back of their
heads. The eggs are white when
first laid and gradually change
to tail and then purple as they
develop.
Bt corn can be used as one
option for controlling the pest.
Bessin said. There are insecticidal treatments available as

Pet Food Supplier
Murray, KY 42071
Phone:

More Midwest farmers turn to manure as fertilizer
NEPTi NE, Ohio (API —
A growing number of farmers
and entrepreneurs are turning
dung into dollars.
Manure sales are up. as
more grain and vegetable fauners turn to animal waste as an
alternative to higher-priced
commercial fertilizer. say state
agriculture regulators. The market also has grown because ot
the emergence of large livestock farms which generate an
abundant supply of manure.
"Back in the late. '80s. I
was told you'd never sell
manure," said Kevin Elder of
the Ohio Department of Agriculture."Today, there are a large
number of farms that broker
it. that sell it to grain fanners."
In 2003, only one person
in Ohio was licensed to buy
and sell large, amount's of
manure. Today, there are 30
— with 48 more in the process
of getting permits.
In neighboring Illinois. 12
companies have sought permits
to haul manure since certification began in 2002.
In Iowa. with its many livestock operations, manure hauling businesses flourish. The
number of certified commercial haulers there increased from
1,385 in 2005 to 1.447 Iasi
year.
Ben Puck, who has operated a hauling business in Iowa
for 28 years, said sales for his
services have increased as much
as 15 percent in the past year,
primarily because of large livestock farms.
The skyrocketing price of
commercial fertilizer is making manure more attractive.
The price of nitrogen fertilizer. for example. has more than
doubled in the past four years.
in part because of the rising
cost of natural gas needed to
make it.
Manure generally costs about
$50 less an acre than commercial fertilizer. said Gene Tin-

ker, animal feeding operations
coordinator for the Iowa Department of Natural Resources.
Actual savings would depend
on the type of commercial fertilizer a fanner had been using.
Stricter environmental regulations have nudged some livestock farmers into the manure
market. Runoff from large livestock operations can harm water
quality and aquatic life in the
vicinity.
"It came almost out of necessity.- said Matt VariTilburg, who
has combined a manure business with raising corn and soy-

beans on the family farm near
Neptune, a village about 60
miles north of Dayton.
He said manure sales have
steadily increased since he started the business five years ago,
reaching $750,000 last year.
Bill Siefring used to give
away manure from his farm
in western Ohio — 7,000 tons
a year from 750,000 chickens.
But there was so much demand
he began to auction it off, with
the going price increasing from
$1.68 a ton in 1996 to $6.50
a ton in 2002.
Today, he contracts with a

handful of farmers, who take
all the manure the chickens
generate.

270-436-5984
"Quality Pet Foodfor Quality Pets"

Did you miss this classic when
it hit theaters twenty years ago?

liii

PRINCES
ORIDE

worried*?

Headline

well. There is not expected to
be any problems associated
with this pest in 2007 in Kentucky. It will take one or more
years before it builds up in
numbers to affect profits in
the field.
Information about western
bean cutworm and other corn
pests can be found through the
county offices of the UK Cooperative Extension Service.

Inconceivable!
Tonight's your chance to see
it on the big screen in the
MSU Curris Center Theater
(3rd floor) at 6 PM.
Admission is FREE,
* Family-Friendly
* Great for Date Night
* Universally Loved

s raining your
We Can Help!

The MSU Fencing Club is
sponsoring this event,
and will be providing
a brief f,=7.7ing demc.

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
Ida Patrick • Richard Reed
408 S. t2th St.• Murray, KY 42071 • 2^0-^53-7665
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Rear Tine Tiller
Floor Buffer

Sod Cutter

Pressure Washer

Stump Grinder

Front-End Loader, Back Hoe
John Deere- Tractor

Aerators & Rollers

Drain Rooter

Over Seeder
& Power Rake

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO

Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. • www.murrayhomeandauto.com
RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT
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4' fioint Club Winners Grades K-5

GREG TRAVIS. Ledger & Tprne
Kaitlyn Burkeen: Ale;
Housden;
Dillon
Palmer,
Logan
coach;
Earheart,
NORTH ACADEMIC TEAM. Back Row Susan
Wood; Anna BuhleG
Emily
Row:
Front
coach.
Pierce,
Vicki
Wendling,
Destiny
Chadwick.
Elizabeth
Gullixson. Justin Wilhelm,
Marlee Barrett.:
pictured:
Not
Stone.
Tyler
Cody Bergman. Landon Fike. Hudson Elliott, captain; Josh Betts; Mark Tyler; and
Point

fr, point

, In Kg only

Gid dw; 3-5

QUICK RECALL TEAM First Place District and Regional
Back Row Dillon Housden, Kaitlyn Burkeen, Destiny
Wendling. Front Row Landon Fike. Hudson Elliott, captain
Mark Tyler, Tyler Stone

INDIVIDUAL WRITTEN TEST WINNERS: Cody Bergmat
third Composition. fourth Math: Landon Fike first Scienc
third Math: Mark Tyler first, Arts and Humanities, fife
Language Arts; Elizabeth Chadwick, third Social Studies.

North Elementary captures top honors
at Regional Governor's Cup competition

50 Point Club Winners in grades K-5

100 Point Plus Club Winners

‘' l
PhD" N"tdhe
EAST ACCELERATED READER: Studentsin
Accelerated Reader program at East Elementary were
recently recognized for their achievements with points earned
in various categories of 10-, 25-, 50-, and 100- point clubs per
nine weeks grading periods Each student must meet or
exceed an 80 percent overall average on their Accelerated
Reading tests In addition students are recognized in a
school wide awards program for their work Certificates, dog
tags and various other items are awarded these students as
well as an All Star Readers Hall of Fame display These
awards covered the nine weeks grading penod of January 2
to March q They are 10 Point Club Winners Grades K-5. 25
Point Club Winners Grades 3-5, 25 Point Winners in Kg only,
Plus Club
50 Point Club Winners in grades K-5. and 100 Point
Winners

Calloway County 's North
Elementary St. hool At.admit:
team recenty won first place at
the Regional tiovernor's Cup
comtvtition This is the second
con sec utis e car that North
Calloway has captured the
Regional championship
The Quick Recall Team was
IllIdelealed III tour matches to
place I list in the region
Members ot the Regional team
Is crt: Hudson 1;11n m. Landon
like. Destiny Wendling. Mark
Ty ler. kaitlyii Burkeen. 'Ty ler
Stone and Mark Tyler
Other students who Non
awards were Cody Bergman.
third in Comp4isition and tourth
in Math. Landon Eike, first in
Science and third in Math. Mark
Tyler first in Arts and
in
fifth
Humanities and
Language Arts, and Elizabeth
Chadw it. k, second in Social
Studies
there were 12 teams that
competed at the regional level.
the North Academic Team
ASO placed lost in recent
Dpark t tioveroor's Cup compe
lit ion

The Quick Recall Team
defeated Southwest and Murray
twice to finish in firm place
Members of the Quick Recall
learn district team were Hudson
Luidon Eike. Destiny
Viwrailing, Tyler Stone. Kanlyn
Burkeen, Dillon Housden and
Mark Tyler The Future Problem
Solving Team also finished in
first place. Members of that
Elizabeth
included
team
Chadwick, Emily Wood, Josh
Betts and Anna Buhler.
The following students won
medals and advanced to region
al competition Landon Eike

first in Quick Recall, first in
Science, first in Math: Hudson
Elliott. first in Quick Recall.
fourth in Math, fifth in Science,
Bergman. second in
od
Composition, second in Math.
Mark Tyler. first in Arts and
Humanities, third in Language
Arts, Elizabeth Chadwick. third
in Social Studies. Emily Wood.
tourth in Composniort Alex
iullixson. fourth in Arts and
Humanities: and Logan Palmer.
fourth in Science.
The Quick Recall Team won
four matches to capture the
regional championship. The
results of the four matches were:

three of these areas. and Second
place at the Inv national
Tournament held at Lone Oak
Elementary. North lost to Clark
Elementary hy. a narrow margin
of two points in the final round
of competition. There were 17
schools participating in the tournament, it was reported.
"Our team is made up a group
for
wins
Other prestigious
North Calloway Elementary this of vivacious and motivated stuDistrict dents who are willing to put in
the
were,
year
Champions in overall points and hours kit studying on their own
with the Quick Recall Team and time. They are the hest because
Future Problem Solving Team. they have given their all to be
This is the second consecutive the best.- commented Susan
year that North has won the Earheart. Vicki Pierce and Jenny
District Championship in all McCafferty, the team*. coaches.

North Calloway Elementary 41. Central Elementary North Calloway Elementary. 38. Benton Elementary - 16.
North Calloway Elementary. 28. Murray. Middle - 20: and
North Calloway Elementary 26. Murray Middle 18.
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BEAUTIFUL WREATHS & ARRANGEMENTS...
Pick one we have made up, or let us custom make one exactly like you ;yaw'

1.

'HOME DECOR...
114'
4
Tag dinnerware - glassware & accessories
accessories
many
and
birds
bunnies,
birdhouses,
Raz
Burton & Burton - picture,frames, Easter items & more.
New companies with new arrivals 'daily'7
•CANDLES...
Bean Pod - l(XY7 soy, pars, wax beads & Pintoes
Evan Scent & Warm Glow - highest quality. All the riew :17r1r1
Colonial Candles . Coming Soon'

•COMING THIS WEEK...
Huge shipment of concrete statuary - bunnies. benches. uriv:, bird baths
stepping stones, much more'
vir Gazing Balls - All colors.'
Hanging Baskets - Big & beautiful!
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KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

FORMER COACH
NOT INTERESTED
IN RETURNING
TO UK
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's search for its next
basketball coach won't include
Rick Pitino.
Pitino said Monday that
while he enjoyed his eight years
with the Wildcats, he's happy
coaching Louisville and wouldn't consider returning to the
school he led to the national

championship in 1996.
leaving Kentucky following the
"I would never ever leave 1997 season was a "mistake,"
(Louisville) to go to another he joked that at age 54 he's
college because they're my "too old to leave" Louisville,
but understands why there's
family," Pitino said.
so
much speculation about his
Though Pitino said he was
"shocked" by Tubby Smith's interest in the job.
"It's a great job. I had eight
sudden departure last week,
he sees too much potential in years of Camelot, I've said
the Cardinals to consider leav- that," he said. "It's the Roman
ing. Louisville went 24-10 this Empire of college basketball."
season and finished second in
Florida coach Billy Donothe Big East before falling to van, who played for Pitino at
Texas A&M in the second Providence and spent several
round of the NCAA tourna- years as a Kentucky assistant
ment.
under Pitino, could be among
While Pitino acknowledged the candidates to replace Smith.

Pitino declined to speculate
on whether Donovan is considering leaving Florida.
The defending national
champions play UCLA in the
Final Four on Saturday and
are trying to become the first
team since Duke in 1992 to
win back-to-back titles.
"Billy is like a son to me
and I stopped telling Billy
what to do and what not to
do in 1987," Pitino said. "He's
got a great opportunity right
now. He's not thinking of anything else."

MSU FOOTBALL

Spring In Their Step

Ale;
Buhlet
larreft.:
•

DISPUTES FINDINGS

ergrna
icienc
es, fiftC
lies '
MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Murray State University head football coach Matt Griffith watches as Wade Peters (left) and other members of the
Racers run through drills prior to the opening of spring practice Monday on the practice fields next to Roy Stewart Stadium.

RACERS OPEN WITH iST SPRING PRACTICE

)a group
ated stuto put in
heir ow n
because
all to be
d Susan
nd Jenny..
coaches.
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Tillman report:
No criminal
negligence
NFL PLAYER'S FAMILY

& Tim"

Second
itational
one Oak
to Clark
v margin
al round
were 17
the tour-

AL BEHRMAN / AP

Louisville Coach Rick Pitino said Monday that he has no
intentions of returning to the University of Kentucky to
replace Tubby Smith.

By MSU Media Relations
drill pits offense against defense. The
Murray State's football team opened players go full speed for two steps before
spring practice on Monday with a two- stopping.
hour session on the practice field next to
Practice ended with extra-point and
field goal work, and punt blocking.
Roy Stewart Stadium.
As one of the team's seven seniors to
Per NCAA rules the Racers' first practice was conducted in helmets and shorts. be in 2007, Williams knows he has an
MSU worked on nearly all facets of the additional job now.
"I make sure that everyone works hard
game during the session, including blocking. footwork, running, passing and kick- and improves each day," Williams said.
"We can't ever take a day off when we're
ing.
"It feels real good to be out here on this field."
Cookout Set: Griffin announced plans
today," said rising senior linebacker Nathan
Williams. "Starting today, last season is on Monday for the annual Racer football
meet and greet cookout, which will foluser and it's all about next season."
Murray State head coach Matt Griffin low the spring game on Saturday, April
was pleased with the spring's first prac- 21. The spring game begins at noon, and
the cookout will follow at 2 p.m.
tice.
The spring game will be held on the
"I really liked our tempo." said Griffin. "I liked the speed of practice. We MSU practice field next to Stewart Stawere sharp with our assignments and focus." dium. Admission is free.
The cookout will be held in the StewYesterday's outing included MSU-s quarterbacks. running backs and centers work- art Stadium concourse. Tickets for the
ing on snapping and handing the ball off. cookout are $7 each and can be purThe defensive unit worked on pursuit of chased on the day of the event. Persons
the ball carrier. The quarterbacks and wide interested in attending the cookout should
receivers worked on running routes, and RSVP Tamra Garrison at (270) 809-6181
the defensive line worked on beating blocks. by Tuesday, April 17.
The Racers' second spring practice sesThe coaches used a two-step drill to
work on assignments and reaction. The sion will be on Wednesday at 3:45 p.m..

SAN JOSE, Calif. (API —
Pat Tillman's family firmly
rejected the Defense Department's findings into the former
NFL star's friendly-fire death
in Afghanistan, calling for congressional investigations into
what they see as broad malfeasance and a coverup.
"Perhaps subpoenas are necessary to elicit candor and accuracy from the military," his family said in a statement Monday night, after hearing the
results of the latest probes.
The men who shot Tillman
have always claimed the April
22, 2004, incident was a terrible mistake in the fog of war,
and the Army officially agreed
Monday, declining to press
charges.
But possible punishments still
hang over several high-ranking
officers who allegedly botched
the investigations and key
administrative tasks.
Nine Army officers, including four generals, made errors
in reporting the friendly fire
death to their superiors and to
the Tillman family, the Penta-

First convoy
with Spc.
Pat Tillman dnves to
the unnamed village

gon said. Defense officials said
one or more of those officers
who provided misleading information as the military investigated could be charged with a
crime.
A central issue in the case
is why the Army waited about
five weeks from the time it
suspected Tillman's death was
friendly fire until it told his
family. Several officers have
testified they wanted to wait until
the early investigations were
complete.
but
regulations
required the Army to notify
family members if friendly fire
was even suspected.
The latest investigation
reserves its strongest criticism
for Lt. Gen. Philip Kensinger,
the now-retired three-star general who was in charge of Army
special operations.
-We found compelling evidence that Kensinger learned
of suspected fratricide well
before the memorial service and
provided misleading testimony-on that issue, the report said.

II See TILLMAN, 2B

Second convoy
follows and is
fired on from North
and South nlogos

Tillman climbs up
and over a
ndgeline to face
enemy shooters
on the far side
of a valley.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger It Times
Murray State freshman quarterback
Jeff Ehrhardt runs through drills Monday as the Racer football program
began spring practice.
on the MSU practice field next to Stewart Stadium.

Apnl 22, 2004,
early evening,
Afghanistan
iocal time

No wrongdoing in shoot'
Military investigators found no criminal
negligence in the friendly fire death of former
NFL star Pat Tillman but say the chain of
command made critical errors in reporting his
death and failing to provide details to his family.

First
convoy
joins in the fight.
Second convoy fires
on Tillman, a fellow
Ranger and an allied
Afghan fighter

human
waves
to signal ceasefire, throws a
smoke grenade
As the shooting
stops, he and a
team Ranger
stand up but they
are fired upon.

SOURCE U S Army Investopative reports

LADY VIKINGS 5, LADY LAKERS 3

CCHS rally comes up short

7:70

Staff Report
The Calloway County High School
softball team dropped its season opener
to St. Mary by a 5-3 score on Monday
at Lady Laker Field.
The Lady Lakers (0-1) fell behind 30 on a three-run second inning by St.
Mary, but rallied for one run in the bottom half of the frame and two more in
the sixth to even the score at 3-3.
Calloway scored in the second when
Brittany Fox reached on an error, stole
Second base and then came home on a

double by Alyssa Cunningham
In the bottom of the sixth, the Lady
Lakers pushed across the first run of the
frame when Kayla Cunningham singled
and later scored on an error. Alyssa Cunningham later doubled home the other
run.
However, the Lady Vikings (1-0) struck
for two runs in to the top of the seventh
to claim the victory.
Alyssa Cunningham paced Calloway in
the losing effort by going 2-for-3, including two doubles and two runs batted in.
Fox and Kayla Cunningham each had two

hits.
Johanna Studzinksi had a double and
two RBIs for the Lady Vikings.
Whitney Gardner suffered the pitching
loss for CCHS, allowing three hits while
striking out two and walking three in the
final three innings in relief of starter Ashton Futrell.
Stephanie Bradford got the win for St.
Mary.
Calloway was scheduled to return to
the field today at home against Ballard
Memorial at 5 p.m.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Kristin Boggess, an eighth grader on the Lady Laker softball team, makes contact in the first inning against St
Mary pitcher Stephanie Bradford Monday.
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St. Mary sweeps
Lakers; Tigers spilt
with Mayfield
Prep Tennis Results
Monday
at Calloway Co. High
School
Girls
St. Mary 8, Lady Lakers
Singles- Tricia Taylor ((7
det Paige Harrison 6-4, 6-4;
Kelly Cochran del Shelby
Webb iC) 6-2. 1-0 !retired):
Anitrey Woods def. Amy Winkler IC) 8-1: Linsey Quigley
def. Clara Franklin IC) 8-2:
Marianne Perkin% del Sarah
Abby Powell
I aylor (C)
det Carrie ('rouse 6-4
Doubles - Cochran-Wood,
de! Taylor-Webb ICI 8-4: Hat1155511 -Perkinsdel. FranklinWinkler 9-7, Powell-Quigley
9-7.
del Crouse-Taylor
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Shelby Webb, a junior player for the Calloway County
High School tennis team, returns this serve against St.
Mary Monday.
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daior League Baseball
Spring Training Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
L Pct
W
15 8 652
Texas
18 10 643
Odra!
13 10 565
New York
14
11 560
Baltimore
11 560
14
Cleveland
14
11 560
Oakland
15 12 556
Los Angeles
12 11 522
Boston
to 11 476
Toronto
12 16 429
Seattle
11 15 423
Minnesota
10 14 417
Kansas City
9 19 321
Chicago
8 u7320
Tampa Bay
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Preventative Maintenance
AIR CONDITIONING
TUNE-UP

$79.85
WE SERVICE ALL BRANDS
.„.11 _heck your Refrigerant & Add
vile

up to 1 lb if needed
*Clean condenser & evaporator Cods
•Clean & inspect drains & drain pans
'Check bearings
•011 motors
• 'Replace disposable filter
*Check controls & thermostat

needed
-- loxes inctudes cleaning suppiee las iciDes tleisegnet titer Any
moons yholl 136 MKS addeldruli ekes approval from rummy Dere crod
creOes
outlet*
to
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be
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RANDY THORNTON CO.,INC.
nu surrinimitott: art a%
Irkbransfe "It wars ,uf
Pleas* Coll To Sat Up An Appointment

753-8181

Insanities

Van Haversto0
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415

She sent me a picture message saying her bus was on
fire. So. I decided to tell Jon
(I)eMane). our athletic trainer,
because he knew some of the
players on Eastern's team. I
guess he ended up telling Coach
IRS.h McDonald' abiiui it.
-Coach called me up to the
nom 01 the bus antl asked me
what was going on I told him,
and he wanted !Ill' its L
11.h. k and lind taut it thtt!, had
antither hits ‘......1111112.2 and it Me
11111111

. ,,trobag

13

laverstock
Insurance Agency

1 BREDS LEND HELPING
HAND TO EIU SOFTBALL

4

Mu

SCOREBOARD

Downer leads
Racers on links
Fly MSU Media Relations
The
c'AKBoN1),ALL, Ill.
\IllIfdy
State woolen's golf
am turned in an impressive
qirth-place finish during MonSaluki Invitational. hostI hv Southern Illinois
at likkorv Ridge Golt

Murray Ledger & Times

Boss
St. Mary S. Lakers I
Singles - Henry Hunt det
Josh Price iCi 6-0. 6-2. Matt
I
1 low ard del Rs tie Sheridan (
Is 11. 4-6. 6-2. Michael Love
det Scotty Adams ICI 8-1.
Conrad Love del. Chns Conner 1( - 1 15-11. John PJ \ton del
\Ian McReynolds ((') 9-7: Seth
Murphy del. Will Blackford
i('I 8-4. Exhibition: Seth
Vonenbery ((I') def. Daniel Paston 15-I.
Doubles - Blackford-Conner (CI def. Murphy-Smith 80.
Love-M. Love def..Adams-

Price tC) 6-1. 6-0: Howard
Paxton def. McReynolds-Sheridan (C)
at Murray High School
Girls
Lady Tigers 9. Mayfield 0
Singles - Haley Haverstock 181) def. Lauren Bradford 8-3: Addle Gritfo IM)del
Meagan Scarbrough 8-0; Claire
Pitman (M) def. Emily Shepp
8-1: Hailey Dean(MI del Katie
Hastings 8-0: Courtney Perry
iSli der Logan Sparks 8-1:
Cassidy Copeland (MI def.
Whitnell 8-7, 10-8.
Doubles - Blair LaneBrooke Salle iNt) def. Bradford -Scarbr((ugh 8- I:Grit-to-Pitman IMI del. Hastings-Sparks
8-0: Dean-Perry(Mt det.SheppWhitnell 8-1
Boys
‘110-seld 5, Tigers 4
Black
Singles 1511 del Ben Newland
Amon Poll% ick 511 del Ben
Shen) 5-5. Blake SILCUIston
iNlt det Justin Hall 8-6,
Beasley del Cameron Barth HA)
Nisirge del Matthew
;.
Parker (511 15-0. Trey Whimell
del. Will Pitman 1Mt 15-4k
Doubles - Barth -Poll% ick
IM) del. Beasley -Newland 87. 7-3: Iiall-Shepp def NIcCuisNtorgeion-Pitman iNli
Whitnell del Black-Parker (Nit
8- I .

Boston 12. Flooda 6
Toronto 3 Cincinnatt 2
Detroit 9 N Y Yankees 5
Manta 6, Washington 0
Bartimore 6, St Louis 5
Tampa Gay 12, Pittsburgh
L A Dodgers 4, Cleveland 3
Philadelphia 10, Minnesota 2
Houston 11. NY Mets 3
Seattle 10. Oakland 6 10 innings
Arizona 3, Colorado 2
L A Angels 3, Chicago Cubs 2
Texas 10. Chicago White Sox 2
San Diego 10. San Francisco 7
Milwaukee 7, Kansas City 6
MOndly's Games
Atlanta 6, Houston 4
Cincinnati 5, Boston 0
Si Louis 3, Florida 1
Toronto 2, Pittsburgh 2, tie, 10 innings
Detroit 6. Washington 5
Baltimore 5, Minnesota 3
Cleveland 4. Tampa Bay 3
N Y. Yankees 5. Phaacietptme 1
Oakland 6, Colorado 3
Chicago Cubs 8, L.A moss 7
Milwaukee %Arizona 2
San Francesco 3. Chicago White Sox 2
N Y Mets 6 L A Dodgers 5
Texas 10, Sean*8
Kansas city 5. San Diego 2

NATIONAL LEAGUE
L Pet
W
16 8 667
cinunnat
16 9640
Atlanta
16 10 615
Arizona
14 10 583
Houston
16 12 571
Los Angeles
13 10 565
Si Louis
13
11 542
Colorado
14 12 539
Chicago
13 12 520
San Diego
13 15 464
Sari Francesco
15 423
11
Milwaukee
Washington

10

14 417

Pittsburgh
Florida
Philadelphia
New York

10

15 400

10

16 385

9

t5360

10

18 357

NOTE Speit-squad games count in the
standings games against non mapt
league teams do not

Tuesday's Games
Tampa
Fla

Toronto at Dunedin

Bay vs

12 05 p m

Pittsburgh vs Boston at Fort Myers,
Fla 12 05 pm
Cleveland vs Houston at Kissimmee,
Fla, 1205pm
Florida vs Baltimore at Foul

12 05 pm
N Y Yankees vs Minnesota at Foci
Myers Fla 12 05 pm
L A Dodgers vs S1 Louis at Jupiter.

Lauderdale. Fra

Fla 12 05 p m
San Diego vs Texas at Surpnse. Anz
3 05 p m
Oakland vs Milwaukee at Phoenix,
3 05 p m
Colorado vs Arizona at

Tucson. And .

3 05 pm
San Francisco vs Seattle at Peoria,
Are 3 05 p m
Kansas City vs Chicago Cubs at Mesa
30f p m
Chicago While Sox vs LA Angels at

Ariz

3 05 p m

Tempe, Anz

Detroit vs Atlanta at Kisstavnee, Fla,

6-05 p m
N V Mets vs

Washington at Viera. Fla

605pm
Cincinnati vs Philadelphia at
Clearwater Fla , 605 p m

Cardinals hire
Maryland assistant
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- ed anonymity because the deal
Jeff Walz was set to be hired had yet to be announced.
The 35-year-old Walz was
as the women's basketball coach
at Louisville on Tuesday after an assistant at Maryland under
spending the last five seasons Brenda Frese when the Teras a Maryland assistant, a per- rapins won the 2006 national
son close to the negotiations championship. Walz previously served as an assistant at
told The Associated Press.
Walz will replace Tom Minnesota, Nebraska and WestCullen. who left to coach ern Kentucky.
Louisville went 27-8 this seaArkansas.
A news conference was son, losing to Arizona State in
scheduled for Tuesday after- the second round of the NCAA
noon. Louisville athletic direc- tournament. The Cardinals fintor Tom lunch did not imme- ished tied for fifth in the Big
diately return a phone call for East and cracked the top 25
comment. The person who told for the first time in school histhe AP about the hiring request- tory.

•Tillman
From Page 113

rhat misrepresentation. the
repon said, could constitute a
"false official statement." a violation of the Military Code of
Justice.
Acting Army Secretary Peter
Geren asked Gen. William Wallace, who oversees training for
the Army, to review the actions
of the officers and to provide
a progress report on possible
punishments in 30 days.
"We as an Army failed in
our duty to the Tillman family. the duty we owe to all the
families of our fallen soldiers:
Give them the truth, the best
we know it. as fast as we can,"
Geren told reporters at the Pentagon. "Our failure in fulfilling
this duty brought discredit to
the Army and compounded the
grief- suffered by the Tillman
family. For that, on behalf of
the Army. I apologize to the
Tillman family."
-The briefing we just received
was shamefully unacceptable."
the family said in a statement
issued from their home in San
Jose. where Pat Tillman grew
up."Our family is therefore compelled to continue our (pursuit
of) the full truth about the circumstances of Pat Tillman's
death and the so-called 'missteps' and 'deficiencies' of Pat's
unit. the Army, the Department
of Defense, and this administration."
Though dozens of soldiers
knew quickly that Tillman had
been killed by his fellow troops.
the Army said initially that he
was killed by enemy gunfire
when he led his team to help
another group of ambushed soldiers.
"We thought there was never
MICHAEL DANN i Ledger 8 Times
attempt to cover up what
an
High
Murray
the
of
member
Cameron Barth, a senior
School tennis team, serves against a Mayfield opponent we saw." Defense Department
acting Inspector General Thomas
Monday at Murray High School

F. Gimble said during a Pentagon briefing as the military
released reports by the Army
Cnminal Investigation Command and by the inspector general.
Tillman's death received
worldwide attention because he
had walked away from a huge
contract with the National Football League's Arizona Cardinals to enlist in the Army after
the terrorist attacks of Sept. II.
2001.
The highest current ranking
officer blamed in the incident
is It, Gen, Stanley McChrystal. commander of the Joint
Special Operations Command.
Investigators said he was
"accountable for the inaccurate
and misleading assertions" contained in papers recommending
that Tillman get ii Silver Star
award.
LIMP MEOW 111:

Lindy Salter
IOW beaky WOW 1411Ky
To Imo en pew so iweenes
max/4/
61116 Ago St.•

7511-511412

7V, radio
TODAY

MEWS COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Span.

ESPN2 -- NIT semolina'. West Virginia
vs Missessipp Stale. at New York

p.m.
ESPINQ - NIT semifinal. Clemson vs
As Force at New Yode
NHL HOCKEY
II:30
VERSUS - New Jersey at N
IsMnders
9:30 p.m.
VERSUS - Los Angeles at San Jose
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL

6 p.m.
NCAA Division I tournament
Tennessee-MOP winner
regional
vi Oldahorna Mrssrssippr winner at
Dation. Ohio
p.m.
ESPN - NCAA Denson I tournament
reponse at. Deorgis-Purdue winner
vs George Wereencilon-North Carolina
ESPN

tonal

wVvisr

at Dallas
•

Ir Times
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Murray Ledger 41. Times Fair Hamlin Act Nobs.
All real Wale advertised herein a subject to the Federal tali
Housing Act which makes it illegal to advertise AM meter AdMirliert w0 90s.40400 51 clack he
riserence, limitation or disauninabon hared on rue, oitor, reli
tom ads for any Ormor Murray Larger
port, m hmichcap. familial Mum or nahonal ongirt or
Timm ail to reabonstes lor org one mooned
intention ko make any such prelerences. Imitations or
nation Arty errOf 1.90.10 be reported earned
crimination
abir so corrections can tie male
Stritt laws lodisd discriminabon in the sale, rental or adyvr
taing re real estate based on factors on addition to those on,
DEADLINES
tinted under federal law.
Fn 11 am
Weft
he will knowingly accept any advertising tor real estate
Fn 111.M. which
SIM URI
on not to violation of die law Al persons are berets
UMW/
Mon 1 p.m. intomwd that all dwellings advertised are ayatIrNe• on al,
equal
opporturnh
basis
Mort Spa
Dews*
IPSO. 1 om. For further assistance with Fair
HOusuig Advertising requirement,
irides
Thur 11 am. contact
NAA Cournel Rene P Mitani
Saturday
Thur. 1 pan. (MI648-1000.
liAlmaa
ADJUSTMENTS

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
I

Legal Nob.
Roam
Perioraile

010

no
on
ax
040
050
060
070
COO
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
ISO

110

116
203

F5.anc101

Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Holp Mental
Position manna
Cionwsoc & Childcare
BINIMS111 Opportunirty

Electronics
Compulors
Appliance Parts
Wes To Buy
Articles For Saw
APLABoroos
Horne Furnosloops

Antiques
Lawn 4 Garden

210
220

Firm Equicerent
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
FinPONOMI

MAK*

Mobilo Moms Lou For Sais
liboolle Morass For Son
actg. Names For Rom
Mobilo Nome Lots For Rani
300
Business Renege
120 Aparanaree For Rent
no
Room For Rent
340 Mouses For Rom
360 Storage Rentals
370
Unnamed Property
Pats 4 Supplies
300
390 Livestock 4 Sampan
.110 Public Saki
Land For Root or Lease
425

260
270
250
265

Migliiii5iiiiiig

•Aul•
trance

Rosi Eggs
Lake Property
Lob For Sire
Las For Rani
Fames For Saw
Acreage
Nome kW Sam
Motorcycles I are.
Auto Parts
!YONG.,
Sport Utak
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Roil. fi Motors
Sargon Mired
Free Column
Tobacco Supplies

.11

Si

S I ,••

$8.25 Column Inds,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Al! 3 Als Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$3.35 • column inch extra for Monde (Sho • • . Guide)
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 wards $.30 each
Additioii31 Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
r
"
go into Shopping Cultic r
r ".1
10 IS extra for Stu.
ads.
W.3,115 the ruin. to reyeCT Or
Tne put,i.
H

Nor. R
! I 1 1 ". !

j

\II \mill
!S
' •

Al< t„):\

Jo.0•11.•11r

lb Place You?Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax 753-1927
010

060
LAKII
Nollee

Help lead

It in the
PUBLIC NOTICE

lyers

-or-nee

Fort

Jotter

e. Anz

snot.
Anz

sona
at Mesa

gels at

R.

Fla

era. Fla ,

Notice is hereby given that the City of Murray, Murray,
Kentucky 42071, has filed an application with the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet to construct
sanitary sewer lines at Sherwood Forrest Subdivision. This
property is located within the Annexed City Limits of Murray,
Kentucky 42071. This application more particularly is in reference to a creek crossing on a tributary to Middle Fork of Clarks
River near Sherwood Drive in the above mentioned subdivision.
Any comments or objections concerning this application shall be
directed to: Kentucky Division of Water Resources Branch, 14
Reilly Road, Frankfort Office Park, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
Phone: 1502) 564-3410.
AFTER Hours Call
Center is now hiring for
Patient
PART-TIME
Coordinators.
Care
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
Experience in a medical
field and administrative
record management
"...--e--73 eZN
preferred, but not
‹,.• 1?
<4
'
required. Strong cusA simple thank you cannot express the 1,,
i
deepest of my appreciation to all who ' tomer service back41
)
preferred. This
have helped me after the loss of my . ground
Position requires eduII.
home and pets to a fire February
cational background of
The outpouring ofgenerosity has been
high school diploma or
overwhelming. I send my deepest
GED equivalent. Part
time hours of 20 to 30
thanks to all the churches. You've
hours per week will be
helped me more than you know. And to
during
scheduled
everyone who donated without knowevenings, nights and
thank
to
wish
also
I
you.
thank
ing me,
Please
weekends.
from the bottom of my heart Donna
deliver or mail your
Champion for caring for my puppies.
resume to Pulmo Dose,
120 Max
She put herself second to care for
Hurt Drive, Murray. KY
their burns and trauma. Also, Lou
42071 or email to elizaHuie, Brian Gray, Kevin Wolf the
beth.cain rotech.com.
men and women ofthe Murray Moose
We are an Equal
Lodge. Earthdaddys, the Big Apple
Opportunity Employer.
Cafe, Barn' James. Nightfish,
AFTER-SCHOOL care
Roadside Mayhem, Jimmy Gingles,
needed for two S.W.
Elementary students.
all my dear friends old and new Must pick up from
without you I would be lost. I send a
4 days weekly.
school
very special thank you to my family
6PM.
until
3PM
Tii Uncle Charlie and Oleta, Aunt Dot
Respond to P.O. Box
and Vick and most of all, my parents.
134, Murray, KY 42071
Faye and Larry Puckett. "Papa
CUSTOMER Service
always says we'll make it somehow,
Representative
ll Babe, we always do." I love you, c Customer Service
Representative need., Esther and Pop, and my love to all.
ed for local company.
ls
Thank you,
Aftennarket auto
c.
Lynn Puckett
,
accessories experi,J
V.4S7
ence and/or interest a
plus. Computer and
87-815 PER HOUR
telephone expenence.
Marketing company This is a full time posilooking for great voic- tion with competitive
es. Easy phone work. pay and benefits. Mail
Will train. No selling. resume to: HR Immediate positions Customer Service,
(Beginning Basic)
available. Paid weekly. 2814W. Wood St,
Starts Sat .3.`31•230-145 Call 753-3799
Paris, TN 38242
Call Sue at
Family Fitness
DISCLAIMER DO you love working
761-3737
When accessing the
with kids?
wanted- section
-help
Wee Care Enterpnses
THE Murray Ledger &
on our classifieds
may be just the place
Times considers its
webpage at
for you! Full time posisources reliable, but
murrayledgercom.
tions available.
inaccuracies do occur.
you will be redirected
APPIY at:
Readers using this
to jobnetwork.com.
Martial Arts America
information do so at
By default,
1413 Olive Blvd.
their own risk. Although
Murray and local job
Murray, KY 42071
persons and compalistings will appear on
(270)753-6111
nies mentioned herein
this website
GREEN Acres is curare believed to be repHowever. as a national
rently hinng for the folutable, The Murray
website. not all listings
lowing positions: CNA
Ledger & Times, nor
on the jobnetwork corn
6-2p Full Time, CNA
any of its employees
are placed through
Full time.
10p-6a
accept any responsibilthe Murray Ledger
Anyone interested in
ity whatsoever for their
& Tunes. Please call
becoming part of our
activities.
us if you have any
team may apply in perquestions regarding
050
the Murray area
son at Green Acres
job listings. Thank you.
Lima and Fowl
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42066
LOST on Hwy. 119 & *SALES
INTEGRITY
280: Rat Fox Terrier .Day Shift Preferred
mix. All white, one Hibbett Sports * hiring Employment Solutions
brown eye/ear. Nam in Murray. Apply.at: 642 has 7 openings for
is Priscilla. Call 270- North 12th Street. electrical assemblers.
online at
Murray, KY 42071. Apply
227-2665
Hibbett Sports con- WVAY integrityernployLOST: Rat Terrier. 11 ducts drug testing. mentsolutions.com Of
call (270)395-0342
lbs, age 10, last seen www.hibbettcorn
vicinity of First United
Methodist Church parkFull time positions are available as residential
ing lot 492-8419
direct care providers for community-based residential program for developmentally disabled adults
Our company offers various shifts but all openings
we nights and/or weekend shifts. We offer opportunity for advancement, excellent benefits including
A child needs you!
paid training. 401K, medical, dental and vision
Become a foster perinsurance, paid holidays. vacation and sick leave.
ern, up to $36/day.
Apply in pawn at Community Alternatives of
VVKUMFS • 270-443Kentucky at 102 CAKY Dnve. Benton. KY.
9004
Murray Calloway County Hospital is
currently taking bids for the replacement of
tile flooring at Spring Creek Health Care.
Interested parties should contact Bud Byars
at 2'70462-1134 before 4000 p.m. on April 5,
2007.
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MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN
PTL has opportunities in its new, state
of the art maintenance facility on the
north side of Murray, KY for experienced tractor or trailer mechanics as
well as "shade tree" mechanics seeking
to demonstrate their skills. Pay rate
'commensurate with experience and
training. Maintain and repair MR tractors or trailers. Shift options and flexible scheduling currently available!
Entails heavy lifting and detailed paperwork. Responsible and eager individuals seeking a career opportunity are
encouraged to forward their resume to:

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

INC.

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines,Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

NURSE
PRACTITIONER/PHYSICIAN
ASSISTANT
Full-Time Licensed Nurse Practitioner
or Physician Assistant needed for physician's office. Excellent benefits and
compensation package offered. Please
send or bring resume to:
300 South 8th Street
Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

Primary rIN
e

INSIDE Sales
Representative
Sales Representative
needed for growing
company. Inside Sales
Position for company
specializing in
Automobile
Accessories, The ideal
candidate will be able
to demonstrate professional accomplishments that reflect motivation, initiative and
strong interpersonal
skills. Mail resume to,
HR - Sales, 2814 West
Wood St, Paris, TN
38242
INTEGRITY
Employment Solutions
has 8 openings for
laborers. Apply online
at integrityemployrnentsolutions.com or
call 270-395-0342
INTEGRITY
Employment Solutions
has an opening for an
LPN. Apply online at
integrityemploymentsolutions.com or call
270-395-0342
NATIONAL Property
Management
Company is seeking a
strong candidate for a
Full time leasing position. Candidate must
be comfortable using
standard business systems and possess
strong communication
skills. Prefer expenence but willing to
train. Drug Free
Workplace'
Background
Screening* Benefits'
Equal Opportunity
Employer' Fax
resumes to 270 7593005.
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

•EllICAl. CENTER
•Pawn.
Famly Plarha•briernel Marrow,

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
4-15-07 TO 1-1-08
SHELTON FARMS

KY40236956
HAZEL, KY

4-15-0710 12-31-07
J.D. JOHNSON

K YA0236960
MURRAY,KY

4-15-0710 1-15-08
J. SMITH FARMS

K Y*3236682
K1RKSEY, KY

4-15-07 TO 12-29-07
TAYLOR FARMS

K Y410236958
ALMO. KY

4-20-07 TO 12- I -07
J BUTTERWORTH

KYM1237898
MURRAY, KY

4-25-07 TO 1-1-08
N. KEY

KYA0237629
MURRAY,KY

4-20-07 TO 12-10-07
OVERCAST/SYKES

K140237628
MURRAY. KY

4-20-07 TO 1-15-08
T. MURDOCK

KYA0237895
MURRAY. KY

Wage 18.65 Hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed, all
tools and equip. furnished. Housing provided
for those beyond commuting. Transportation
and subsistence pay, after 503 of contract completed. Contact local Dept. For Employment
Services.

Community Youth Services is now hiring
full-time and part-time youth workers to
work in our residential treatment facilities.
Candidates must be dependable and a caring individual to provide behavior management to at-risk teens. Candidates must
have reliable transportation.
Minimum Requirements: High school
diploma/GED, 1 year of experience in
childcare or MFtDD, 21 years of age.
Candidates must be able to pass all background checks. Applications may be
picked up at 78 CAKY Drive, Benton. KY,
42025. Phone: 1-270-527-8388 and then
press -0- for the administrative assistant.
EOFAVUF/DN
OFFICE Nurse needed
for busy medical practice Send resume
including references to
PO. Box 1040-L.
Murray. KY 42071

The Place to
Start....Murray
Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

CHILD care services in
my home in Hazel.
6AM to 6PM Call
293-4473
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553
PRECIOUS Moments
has opening for infants
and children on 1st and
2nd shift. Newly re-certified, high standards.
489-2699
120
Computers
A Better Quicker
Computer Fixer.
DUNCAN CREEK
TECHNOLOGY
(270)4119-211118
www.411teek-lea
nieworts
MDR COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service, repairs
759.3556

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite system.
America's Top 60
channels for only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice of HBO.
Cinemax, Stan, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by,
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith, & JVC. We
also have a large
selection of entertainment centers & TV
carts. Beasley TV
759-0901

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK care 8 trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633
WANTED
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

92 Cougar, V-8. tech.
sun-ro.g. hilfee transmission. A/C, tires,
ioaded 12.575 OBO
Washer 753-4109

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Apphcauons

6
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr
CLOSE TO MSU!
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea.
picnic
ered
$285/mo unfurnished.
$335/mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164

-OWNER
Financing***
model
douLate
blewide, 3BR 2BA,
$5,000 down, $695
month. 217 Cross
Spann Road. Call
753-1011
***OWNER
Financing***
Late model doublewide
3BR 2BA, $5,000
down. $645 month. 110
Sundance Lane. Call
753-1011

753-5344
SOLID oak dining table
with leaf, 6 chairs, and
heat pad, $250. Light
pine TV armoire, $75.
293-8285
UPRIGHT Kingsbury
piano for sale. Antique
Chicago make. Asking
price $1,000. Price is
Call
negotiable.
(731)587-6667

RILEYS USED
FURNITURE
We pay cosh
for good used
furniture

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

UVE Oak Apts.
,Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
***OWNER
for qualified applicants.
Calloway County
Fkiancing***
Office hours 8-2
ictorial History & Late model doublewide
Mon-Fn
3BR 2BA, $4,000
Family History
Call today for appointdown, $495 month
Books
ment
2220 Wrather Road
759-4938
753-8221
Call 753-1011
753-2350
NOW LEASING
1998 Waverlee 16x80.
1,2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
PLAYSTAT1ON 1 8 2 Vinyl siding, shingle
We accept Section
GAMES Now solcVtrad- roof, 3BR 2BA,
8 vouchers.
ed at Wood Electronics extremely nice.
270-489-2525
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
on the Court Square
902 Northwood Dr
Huge Selection, Great ONLY ONE LEFT!!!
Monday,
Prices, 753-0530
Awesome 3BR, 2BA
Wednesday, Friday.
with sun room & deluxe
Phone 759-4984.
DIRT
appliance package!!!
Equal Housing
Save thousands!!
DADDY'S
Opportunity
731-584-9109
TOP SOIL
TDD S1-800-648-6056
Best the county has
USE YOUR LAND TO
Call Terrell Tidwell
RED OAKS APTS.
SECURE GOVERN753-9075
Special
MENT FINANCING ON
(270)227-2193_ YOUR NEW HOME
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
Apply by March 31
YAMAHA Terapro 4 731-584-4926 Ext. 107
2BR $375
wheeler PTO vr/ 48"
Call Today!
WOW!! New 38R 28A
mower. $2,500.
753-8668.
package!!
land/home
293-1681
Payments as low as
340
$399. Call for appointHomes For Rant
ment. 731-584-9430
nces I
APP2BA, C/H/A.
2BR
Immaculate condition.
LARGE
Fenced yard with outSELECTION
Attached
building.
SMALL 2BR $225
USED APPLIANCES
garage. $695 month
$275
2BR
Large
WARD-ELKINS
plus deposit. 1504
753-6012
On the Scrump Murray
Belmont. No pets.
270-293-4602,
(270) 753 1713
270-293-3710
160
lake front property
2BR
Newe
month
per
$110
Horn Furelslikip
with deep water dock.
homes only. 492-8488
$750 month. 759-9046,
320
LIKE new 5 piece bed
436-5258
room suite, $500.
ffic Runt

753-8501

140

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

MURRAY mower,
1611p, 46°-cut. hydrostat transmission.
$300.00.753-7930 or
293-1761

MITSUBISHI 3000 lb
orklift, 2000 yea
model. 250 hours on
new engine, new pneumatic tire, new paint
210-3237

trunk
tree
FREE
already on ground,
suitable for firewood
30ft 759-1000

1995 16x80 3BR 28A
moved
be
Must
116.000 753-5998

1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message.
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR near MSU, other
locations available.
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
28R apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A. appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU. C/H/A.
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
902-B N. 20th St., very
nice 2BFI 2BA. $650
month. Available 4/1
753-5344
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1BR. $345
unfurnished, all appaances including washer and dryer. 270-7595885 or 270-293-7085

3BR IBA, completely
remodeled with new
C/H/A. No pets. $750
month plus deposit.
1626 Miller Ave.
270-293-4602,
270-293-3710
2
BEAUTIFUL,large
story 3BR brick. CM/A,
garage. Fenced in
backyard. 301 N. 4th.
month
plus
$650
deposit 753-0089
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
NOW OPEN:
It()( .1
NII\I 511 lIt %I .1

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

CLASSIFIEDS
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Oland '

Having a Yard Sale?

Remodeling, Siding, Drywall,
Paint. Light Fixtures. Rotted or

\lake it a big v‘ent in thy NItirra Ledger & Times:
30 words #ot
or leSS• days

31-70

Publish Date

Deadline

words•

Monday
Shopper

Friday - 10AM
Friday - 10AM
Monday - 12PM
Monday - 4PM
Wednesday - 12PM
Thursday- lOPM
Thursday - 12PM

$18

$11
$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

'includes all words in ad

A $5 fee

Free!!

toll Terry

and
has

1, 1

It ir!

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

,1

IBR IBA beautiful
Tot short walk to
0u5 $74 000
61E3,925-0140 or
.774..1)527 5645

cover. Sharp truck.
293-6672 • 436-5569

Ext. cab, custom

paint, wheels, bed

/1 Z71 Quad cat ,
(Jaded. 103k $1;
nag 12701345-2719

BUILDING For Sale

510

I

!UMW or iarra• tic er

LUND fishing 67,11
•1•4 Hailer 50 horse
trirl
Mer.,ury
trolling rrOlUf & depth
tinder 436-6120
19 Duracraft Crapp,
Special with Johnson
trolling mob, flasher
1351-1?
LCR
and
Evinrude 4 cycle fuel
w stainless
rniection
nrA, ,6181776 553.1

sour payments
Call 761-4558,

ask for Kristin.

ir

RE Al T '
new consliudiuri
rflrler $200 000 i t..Ir
Lovered
C peal riergrIbur
olt We have other
.day

`4.1 01,0

753-7728

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling additiocs
porches decks sLri
vinyl siding
rooms
mobile hums- repair
,, agging floors lermle
wal.n riarhoge L,111)4
N ,rhmo 12701753

Sealcoaling
Comm.& Res.
Licensed & Insured.
TRAVIS ASPHALT
270-753-2279

Doan Electrical
Services
Todd l)ian
767-0433 • 350-0954

FREE
HELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
HILL'S Lawn Mowing
Free estiService
mates 898-1752 or
127 7020

HALL'S WASTE
MANACFNIENT
• weekly (S. ,poarror psiups
•locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS

270-293-0034

hut- Hitiiptielit
lust ing/Shilelting
(•
whit e Prim es
11- rev
293-6872
METAL installed on
houses and barns
N
Damn
Contact
phone 270-752-0414
NEED help?
Handyman Services
All remodeling, inside
& out. Tile, electrical
Over 30 years experience. (731)247-3001.
(731)363-3511,
(731)782-3218.
(731)363-3513
I Hancock0wk.net

small litiii.cnoid
iepair & yard w ork.
Senior friendly.

It\ .1'()!S.
%%11'N CARE
kiwi/mg.

753-4344 • 227-5644

• iih Ii ilillluilili. lurtir
kink. Ohm • ...

Numb:11.
Free 0.11111ale%
Salistal!I'll (itialr.1111it.rd

Rodrwy I.amh
2711-752-0179
NADEAU'S
Construction
-Flooring •Decks
•Vinyl siding •All other
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured

2711-436-5507
POOR lawn service?
Call men Accepting new
customers for 2007
Lawns will be maingierLer
by
tained
Professional training
18 years experience
results
Professional
David
guaranteed
761-4700 436-5085
YARD mowing starting
in the city at $15 a
yard 270-705-3555

How you deal with others can
tionships. You can he positive
and encouraging, or you could
high-strung and

nervous,

Though yoe mew comrot-others and their responses you can
and certainly will evoke differ-

11
,
rigg4

T'T

ent reactions given a different
4..4P

attitude. When there is a problem

consider if you might be

off-kilter Hold up a mirror. An
attitude adjustment just might be
.1At,..4 1. ' ,1

necessary-. If you are single, you

ir `,;•.10.•

enter a new bond, which could
quickly become more difficult or

'

•
L&M
LAWN SERVICE

Pubis Sato

Landscaping, Tree &
Shrub trimming
Satirklactoon guaranteed

SELL VOI
l'14()PEATY
H()\
‘I

Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

753-5086
slothlt1IT
I.‘NDSCAPINI;
:L TREE FARM

127(1)527-2931

1•004

all

law II .inTI

293-6369

ki

490
U100 Cars

,N

Photo provided

Murray Middle School students
use technology every day in the classroom Donna Keller's
drama class has performances and students in the class can
sign up to be part of the technical team and work with sound,
rrusic, lighting and taping of the plays Pictured above, Seth
C triei. a sixth grade student, tapes a performance

EVERYDAY TECHNOLOGY:

o. •

',,.1111,11 V.111

Hill Electric

Extension
Notes

24 140tIR stSvkL
r. Ind
ImaircTI

I
T

Ths

hug

‘111.110

753-9562
MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing

,
aft'

Stiatii,r

•'0,

,
, in a
14-11411)14
•14)or1it5

basis

-

111 Bi 11441
.to) 1.4wati

(*mention
(*ash or Tr•rms
1 all 761-11)NIE
146631

Lab For Mis
• din.

lot with well in
4 miles from

.rolia
Murray CaN
4,618 640 11013
Asap

' to 100 acres Wes
airoway
Owner
489-2116
1.eani ,ng
reeve message
16 aches on
Bar koshurg Road
'‘oteitv 489-2994
.
0.419

270-227-6160

111,;

Fly

! '111115

1.1C11,1. 011
Lu Dawn) Hale
Ialloway County tilts
IlrIn; • 1,0
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2004 :500 Chevy van
V8
'$000 mops
-toile,: windows py
storage bins
locks
inside ladder rack on
lop 210-3237
1995 Plymouth
Voyager Sport van V6
automatic, loaded,
very good conditton
$2,500 See at 1104S
lath St or call
753 8124
91 GMC 1 -Ion van
good condition, $2,000
153 4344. 227-5644
1990 GMC utility van
Ladder rock automat
iC lebit than 400 miles
motor
rebuilt
on
$1 ADO 731 343-3805

Pr ,fessiurral Tree
Service Complete tree
removal etc insured
436 514i A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
iunk P. tree work
A I Joe's Mower
repair tune-up spa
rims 436-2867
A Slump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
AFFORDABLE
dependable law,,
489-2027
COLLEGE student
looking for yards to
,
mow 70. years ens'
nonce references
avertable Call Petnck
R41 2952

,r

!:14.%'1111L'.• ii iliiflhi'11

phi asi', .111,1 MP,thin': CI•it.• that
thi•
11.1111

1,,

/ 1111,1
\Ii 1111t1CINtarlit1110 iit

part n.'pants Please call the
Calloway County Extension
I Mice at 751 1452 tii regir.ler
hetore I ridac. \larch In
,rot:ram%
'
oral

/

m.r

the

4.\

[Ile/1%1f in

reerrni/ess

tern e

all peop/e

ol rune. i olor

IC1110(41 di SilbIlill.
I '11111-1 silt in!
millonol orlon
A(mar Ac. A cram Ac Stale
I'm I err.al. I S 1)47)artment
Kentiv Ac
ithurtr.

iiii.1.1h111C nc Ill akii hi:
\ ‘`.11,11,11, 11111

hx.

New caregiver
program available
Kentucky grandparents of
inc age who .ire prociding primat c are tor a grandchild under
the age tl FM tita he eligible for
the necc state funded Kentucky
I amily Caregiser Program. If
sou meet financial guidelines
and are not receic ing Kinship

dipetulable
trimming

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever tor their
activities

TYLER'S
SERVICE
painting,
lawncare, odd jobs

270-753-8306
270-293-4373
YARD Tech Lawn
Care
Lawn fertilized,
sprayed, liming, bed
maintenance,
mulching. 210-6268
YARD work
Reasonable rates Call
Terry at 759-1811 or
293-1745

Check us out
on the Web!•
www.murraytedger.com

through a mutual commitment.
1,E0 can he hard on you.

The Stars Show the Kind of
I/ay You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
your time making a
decision. If you move too quickly,

** Take

you'll get results you'd prefer not
to experience. You could be a bit
down or depressed You are
overly serious and withdrawn
Take your time. Tonight: Yciti:.
•
neea some personal time

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Aim for more of what
you want. Somehow. you could
feel a bit crazy and out of sync ..A
meeting or group of associates
could be a drag, but you do need
to listen and think. You could be
overly serious or drawn Tonight
Make weekend plans
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Think positively and consider what might happen. You
might be overly burdened or.
bred. Know when to consider

your options Your sense of
humor comes into play Examine
the bottom line Some details
might not change Tonight
Happy wherever you are
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
****

needed are paper .ind pencils
I he lasses cc ill meet from
- ItI, in on April 2. It), 16. 2 1
Mac 7. i-i. 22. "). and June 4.
her lieI tree of charge
mid I I
sue is limited to 20
and

AcHnn

are attached your bond cements

I -Difficult

prim% itled it the first s lass
\II learning sp.les vt ill he
I here will he opporninnies to cc rite, read. con% Cfsr,
and use he icittis that cc iii he
iun cred the purpose is to he
inIA,rinal and learn in a relaxed
antiosphcie Die only supplies

Dirt Cheap
Lawn Service

testy than you anticipate. If you

4-Positice, 3-Average. 2-tio-so.

Spanish class for
farmers to be offered

RELIABLE
LAWN CARE

ky Jacqueline Bigar

define your year and your rela-

be

R&W Backhoe. Dozer
& Trucking, LLC.
Speciakzing in building
pads, driveways, septic
systems, storm shelters
Jimmy Reed
270-705-0443
Mike Weeks
270-705-0399

l.1)C1,am1 Care 270-293-6119

BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Wednesday, March 28, 2007:

1991-1 1 rrwr, AlTiminom
liars hoar '5 lIP

1

LAWN mowing service.
Free estimates.
759-4564.

Horoscope

,1-9 system ready lnr
wafer gr ,
f
r793 5,r 15 or 3i 0,•!:14

Jirt104,4

Rest
•Shrub and tree
trimming
-Gutter cleaning
•Other services
•Oualrty service at
affordable pnces
227-8658
753-6294

Lanshv Lawn
Service

Lowe l'65 9
Eagle
Eyir,rine
grripr,, rite

ii Ii„,rougrbfe,1
Drive Carl 'idylIrT'C'
ml1q747
1/5:'4

Green Acres
Lawn Care:
A Cut Above The

k.I.11

Industudi
and Hc•ail, 1Tri,:l

DNJ HANDYMAN
Wn do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Pointing siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438

ASPHALT pap1,5
rira,nto
-ante Mn heir

293-6073

4270i203-0433

CITRUS Lawn Care
reliable
Scheduled
properly management
trimming
Mowing
mulch shrubs, tree
trimming, gutter clean/ri(j. hauling available
Call Steve 767-9178

Asphalt Paving &

•••

11.1143 I.S 1 1‘i

CHASE & Mike
Stockwells Metal
Hoofing & Vinyl Sidird
759-1085. 227-6238

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
711, <741
T f-T1

11.)m-Asjiit Win 10.
t

1111\ft ( (155 110

,'000

OF L/l1(.F
Ny-,yv oristh,ctior

470
Motorcycles & ATVs

Boats & Motors

Sales & Theeslialisa

C & C Renovation
and Remodeling.
We care about your
norne Home repairs
additions, roofing,
decks, fluor repair &
,r.ovenngs. siding
"FREE ESTIMATES.'
Callt2701753-1499
!
, 711)24 7-5464
ITTroberlsonrawk net

I

489-2689

41=1:0
Over 40 years exp.

BEBBER Flooring
Carpet vinyl hie, hardwood laminate installations 293-9340

ir Van Bin."

IMMEDIAT I
DEBT RELIEF
wv Avis bus our

7.rwmencal Prop For Rent

l'Of

Csiripers
carrpr-r
rent
FOR
hookups wafer sev.e.
electric
.
For sale 3211
sleeps 6 $3 750
270-436-6280

Saviors Offered

Services Offerer]

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

11141de 4411C1 ad1..uhrinitted

2001(*hey y
5-10 Extreme

it v11127111 29.1-74161

estimates Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156.

I

Nihazier,1114nr he made- after
deadline All ads must be pre
paid Ads may ha%e only one
`viddres.

1553 Oxford 1BR
2 SBA bonus rJrn
30x36 attached
garage 293 4r lTr
759 1506

Intl s IVS I 555
xl R\ IF I

LAWN Mowing. Free

530
Services Offered

SE30 Country living
ri In from coud
,duafe. 313R1-Bath
1 839 rag ft 7-acres
woods barn pasture
car shop Old Salem
Lid $110000 Open
House 3,1107 12
4pm 753-0494

omrnercial Prot)
For Sale

he charged

753-8682.
(*ell: 227-11726

Q_ARDV4 QFEI.N
LAwN CARf

Latta or &ryas Medium

759-4704

44111, 101114 irl

460
Homes For Sale
riot,

v.111

•

PIM 81 LEM (ON

MAKE IT BOLD:
ha sour ail in a blat k hackgriniml for rs2

To advertise,
call Jill
YARD SALE
KIT WITH
or Julie at
PURCHASE OF
(270)753-1916
YARD SALE AD!

.51 1(155 V1
sl Olt I
I 555

Soft Floor Repair. Roof Leaks,
Plumbing Leaks, Etc
A/ CLEAN UP QUB MEZ DAILY'
& Fully Insured

DEADLINES:

PRICES:

ISIurrity Ledger & limes

Care you may receice financial
assistance up to S7511 per grandchild or supixidise sers ices fair
more information contact the
Purchase Area Des elopment
District at 1-K77- 152-51/41 and
ask for the Kentucky Family
Caregiver Program

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You might be unusually
verbal about what you think and
feel Sometimes and perhaps
now, it might behoove you to
head in a different direction. Act
and be master of your destiny
Remain focused and sincere
Tonight
about end results
Muster up some tun
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You come from a secure
position You might find that your
good faith and ability to understand what others think or feel
open up doors Let good vibes
float through your home and personal

life

Tonight Happy at

home.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Touch base with others Discussions surround daily
matters and communication You
might feel a bit out of kilter when
dealing with someone who
seems heavy or doctrinaire
Listen to what is being said
Tonight Have a serious talk

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You are looking at gains
and long-term decisions You
might not be able to make a difference. even if you want to
Consider more carefully options
that surround your daily life
Think positively Tonight. Take a
hard look at your budget

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You are full of fire and
get-up-and-go You have a senous side as well. which will manifest later in the day. Creativity
and changes merge Though you
might not feel totally comfortable
wtth what goes down, you'll ride
through a situation Tonight
Happy as a cat

Taking an overview
might not always be easy or
helpful As you seek out more
information, you could hit obstacle upon obstacle Reveal your
interests and direction if need
be Being secretive might not
behoove you, Tonight Take in
new views
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** YOU might find that you
are heading in the wrong direction, and quickly at that You
might want to revise your thinking and redo or revamp a situation involving a partner You cannot be nght all the time Tonight
Say "yes."
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
certainly
Others
*****
appear to be in control, whether
you like it or not Loosen up and.work with an existing situation
rather than fight it You find
answers where you least expect
Openness pays off
them
Tonight Say "yes" to an invitation

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Your easy attitude and funloving
nature
help
others
respond and make their point
You have a lot going on professionally Tension builds to a new
level Your directness about a
money matter needs to be your.
trademark Others will listen
Tonight Off for a walk or get
some exercise

BORN TODAY
Singer Reba McEntire (1955).
actress Dianne Wiest (1948)
novelist Maxim Gorky (1868)

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http dwww JacqueInebigar corn
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Stephanie
Wyatt, science
teacher at Calloway. County High
School, has been named the National Secondary Teacher of the Year
by the National Association ofCon,ervation Districts and Zeneca Ag
Products, Kansas City, Mo.
Melissa Ainley, senior at Calloway County High School and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
.Airiley, is featured in the annual
Miss Spring supplement to the
Murray Ledger & Times pubiisbed today.
Terry Todd playing the guitar
and Dr. Charles Smith playing the
harmonica presented a program at
a meeting of the Murray Magazine Club held at the Murray
State University Curris Center.

20 years ago
The Calloway County School
District will institute Project Special Child, a major child find
effort throughout the month of
April 1987. This is for the purpose of identifying and locating
any handicapped children. ages 0
to 21.
The Murray State University
Dance Theatre is presenting "Dance
Now...Dance Contest Six" now at
the Robert E. Johnson theatre in
the Price Doyle fine arts center
at MS U. Karen A. Balmer is director of the dance theatre.
Births reported include a girl
Iii Pandora and Terry Williams, a
boy to Betty and Ralph Johnsonius and a boy to Lee Ann and
Michael Crass, March 25.

30 years ago

zed,
fling, bed
10-6268
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Elected as new directors of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
were Jimmy Ford, Grayson
McClure, Max B. Hurt, Leonard
Vaughn and H. Glenn Doran.
Marine Lance Cpl. David D.
[home, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William D. Thorne. is serving as

a member ut Fusi I racked Vehicle Battalion, home based in Okinawa.
Published is a picture of Mrs.
Camnue Simpson who celebrated
her 90th birthday on March 20.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wade Cun=gluon, March 16.

40 years ago
One hundred persons attended
the annual Hazel School Alumni
banquet held at the school cafeteria with James Harmon, president, as master of ceremonies.
New officers elected were Freed
Curd, president, Bobby Grogan,
vice president, Joe Farley, secretary, and Myrtle White, treasurer.
Six Boy Scouts with the rank
of Life presented a program at a
meeting of the Methodist Men's
Club of First United Methodist
Church. They were Steve Payne,
Steve Simmons, Pat Boggess,
Robert Baar, Albert Zimmerman
and Mike Harrell.
Mrs. R.D. McDaniel was elected as president of the Calloway
County Homemakers Council.

50 years ago
Jennifer Riley of Kirksey High
School was winner of the Calloway County Spelling Bee held
at the Calloway County Courthouse. She was awarded $20 and
will represent the county at the
Mid-South Spelling Bee at Memphis, Tenn., April 26. Second place
went to Patricia On of Hazel
High School and third place to
Hamp Brooks of Murray Training School.
Mrs. Cloteel Butterworth was
honored at a dinner for her 30

years of service with the Southern Bell Telephone Company. The
event was held at Triangle Inn.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Klapp.

COMICS / FEATURES
Teen questions her conduct
after engaging in casual sex
DEAR ABBY: I am a 17year-old high school senior. Last
summer I lost my virginity. Since
then I have slept with six guys.
Do you think my future husband will be seriously upset about
it, even though he will probably
have
been
out
there more
than I have?
I guess I
want to know
whether you
think I have
become freespirited
or
just promiscuous. -- POS-

Dear Abby

SIBLY 110105110US
By Abigail
IN MUISREESKIRO.
Van Buren
NC
DEAR POSSIBLY: What I
think is less important than what
YOU think is appropriate behavior. And if you were comfortable with what you have been
doing, you wouldn't have written me.
If you continue on this path,
you are in for trouble. The first
thing that comes to mind is
whether or not you know how
to protect yourself from an
unplanned pregnancy or a sexually transmitted disease. If the
answer is no, then you need to
see a doctor or visit a Planned
Parenthood clinic and learn about
the real "facts of life." These
include being checked for any
STD you might have already been
exposed to.
In addition, you say that in
the last seven or eight months
you have slept with six different men. At the rate you're

Todaylnllistory
the English throne upon the death
of James 1.
In 1794. Congress approved
ith.. 86th day of 2007. There are
"An Act to provide a Naval Armadays left in the year.
2
today's Highlight in History: ment" of six armed ships.
In 1836, the first Mormon temOn March 27, 1977, 583 people were killed when a KLM Boe- ple was dedicated, in Kirtland,
ing 747. attempting to take off, Ohio.
In 1957, "Around the World
:tasked into a Pan Am 747 on
in 80 Days" won the Academy
the Canary Island of Tenerife.
Award for best picture; Yul BrynOn this date:
In 1513, Spanish explorer Juan net won best actor for "The King
and 1." Ingrid Bergman was awardPonce de Leon sighted Florida.
In 1625. Charles 1 ascended ed best actress for "Anastasia"
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 27.

and George Stevens received best director for "Giant,"
In 1958, Nikita Khrushchev
became Soviet premier in addition to first secretary of the communist party_
In 1964, Alaska was rocked
by a powerful earthquake that killed
131 people.
In 1980, 123 workers died
when a North Sea floating oil
field platform, the Alexander Keilland, capsized during a storm.
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DEAR ABBY: Three years
ago, my husband told me he
was no longer in love with me.
We hadn't been getting along,
and I hadn't been giving him
the attention he deserved. When
he said he didn't want to come
home from work at night, it hit
me like a ton of bricks. It was
the wake-up call I needed.
We have worked things out
and managed to stay together,
and my husband says he loves
me. But I found out that he
told a friend at work that he
was no longer in love with me
before he told me! I'm on an
antidepressant, which helps some,
but I still feel sad about what
he said. I also have a hard time
when I see that friend of his.
1 want to run away and hide.
How can I get over the hurt
and shame? -- HEART ACHES
IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR HEART ACHES: It's
possible that in addition to the
antidepressant, you could use

some counseling. You are viewing this life lesson from a negative perspective. You have nothing to be ashamed of. You and
your husband worked out your
problems, and you are both winners. So stop feeling like a loser,
and call your doctor.
DEAR ABBY: I have a dear
friend who recently met a man
through an online dating service. When she told me about
him. I thought he sounded too
good to be true.
Through public records. I did
a check on him. While I did
not find anything criminal, his
financial picture is not a good
one. There are foreclosures, liens,
bankruptcy, nonpayment of child
support, etc. He is a professional man, and I think he is misrepresenting himself as being successful.
I am very worried about my
friend. I don't want to spoil
things for her. She's an adult
and -could do her own checking. I know it's really none of
my business, but I'm never going
to be able to forgive myself if
something happens to her because
of him. What would you suggest I do? -- LINDA IN OHIO
DEAR LINDA: You're right
-- this was none of your business. However, now that you
know the truth, it's time to
observe the Golden Rule and
ask yourself how you would
feel if the situation were reversed
and you were in your friend's
shoes. If the answer is you
would prefer to know all the
facts before becoming further
involved, tell her what you have
learned. What she chooses to
do with that information is up
to her.

Vitamin E
cures boil
DEAR DR. GOTT: Many
years ago. I had a boil, and
my doctor said to put compresses on "as hot as I could
stand " to draw the core out.

After several days of this, only
to be in much pain without
any results, 1
resorted to
researching
another remedy. I had

mation, 1 am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Vitamin E: Myths and Facts."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 440920167. Be sure to mention the

heard vitamin E was
good
for
skin
care
and decided
to purchase
a vitamin E
capsule.
I
By
Dr, Peter Gott put it directly on the
boil, then covered it with a
bandage. I repeated this procedure three times a day. Within 24 hours, the boil had
decreased in size by one half.
After three days, it was gone,
and there was no scar or sign
there ever was a boil. The
vitamin E also brought me
pain relief. I have had three
boils since, one recently, and
have treated each of them this
way. I'm disappointed in the
fact that doctors aren't more
informed of cures like this so
they can pass the information
on to their patients. Maybe there
are others who would like to
know there is an easy and
inexpensive way to get rid of
a boil.
DEAR READER: Many
superficial skin infections do
not respond to topical vitamin
E. Surgical drainage and/or
antibiotics may be necessary.
However, if this therapy has
worked for you, keep it up as
needed.
To give you related infor-

Dr. Gott

title.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
your column about having what
is called hot flashes. I have
had a battle with what you
are describing; however, mine
were frequent but lasted only
for a short time. 1 noticed
mine occurring especially when
there was any amount of stress
present in my life, large or
small. 1 had an episode one
day while shopping. Big sweat
beads popped up, and I was
literally dripping. A very nice
lady noticed and asked me if
I experienced hot flashes often.
Of course, I told her I did.
She suggested I take over-thecounter garlic-and-parsley gel
caps. The secret is, the product must have parsley, not
plain garlic. Gelatin capsules
are preferred. The capsules
should be taken at night and
do not cause burping or belching. The results were obvious
in two to three weeks.
I had stopped having hot
flashes completely and forgot
to buy the capsules recently.
Well, one day I noticed I was
feeling the old familiar heat
Of course, I quickly went back
on the capsule. and it worked.
DEAR READER: This
could be a huge breakthrough
if it works for other readers.
I personally have had no experience with the garlic-and-parsley mix, so I'll wait for reports
from readers concerning its
effectiveness. Stay tuned.
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wonderful bids and plays occur
while I am asleep, the plain. urn arnished truth being that when I am
awake I am a very ordinary player.
As proof of my prowess while I
am in the Land of Nod, I cite this
hand. which I played last night. I was
West and had to lead against Gnu
hearts.
It might seem impossible to
defeat the contract, hut I accomplished the feat without even batting
an eyelash. I did not fall into the trap
of leading the jack of spades, which
most players would have done

Instead, lied the queen of clubs!
Now imagine,if you will, being in
declarer's shoes at this moment. Ile
naturally thought I had the jack of
clubs as well as the queen, so he

made the normal play of ducking in
dummy. When I next led the deuce.
he ducked again. reasoning that waft
the ten in his own hand, Last would
be forced to win with the ace.

Dear Mr. Becker: It has been a
long time since I last wrote you, but
you may recall that on several past
But my partner won the trick with
occasions I sent you hands to support
my contention that 1 am the greatest the jack and returned a club to my
ace. I then administered the coup de
bndge player in the world.
It is true that my name is not grace by leading the five of clubs.
inscribed on any trophies emblem- South discarded a diamond from
atic of national or world supremacy, dummy and my partner, bless him,
but it is nonetheless a fact that no trumped with the jack. As a result.
player on Earth can equal or exceed declarer had to lose a trump trick to
my extraordinary feats at the bndge my ten and went down one. Cortable. The only trouble is that all my dially yours. Ford 1., Wins.
Tomorrow: Insurance to the nth degree
I.
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5 Sudden
impulse
9 Roast beef
au 12 High-grade
13 Be a doctor
14 Mine find
15 Snow shelter
17 Fact book
19 Lapps and
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24 Search
25 Craven or
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going, in another six months
that number could double, and
by the time you are 25, the
total could be close to 100. That
is not what people refer to as
"free-spirited." It definitely is
what they call promiscuous. So,
please take a break from men
for a while and think carefully
about how casual sex could
affect your future.
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